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Enjoy the co-design of serious games! 

Welcome to the 15th International Workshop on Experimental Interactive 

Learning in Industrial Management! For the very first time, this workshop 

is organized as a co-workshop of the IFIP WG 5.7 Special Interest Group on 

Experimental Interactive Learning, and the research community GaLA, 

Games and Learning Alliance, the EU Network of Excellence for Serious 

Games.  

Since the first workshop in May 1994 in Aalborg, Denmark, the Special 

Interest Group has held working workshops that bridge research and 

practice in the field of games and learning. Over the years, our workshops 

have been organized in twelve different European universities, and have 

brought together researchers, teachers as well as developers and users of 

SG’s, interested in design and learning issues of games and simulations. 

Sharing their experiences and research results, and experimenting and co-

designing SGs together, the participants have got ideas to further develop 

SG’s for experimental teaching, studying and learning.  
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Our workshops have also been multidisciplinary research communities. So 

is this workshop too! We are happy to have participants that represent 

management and engineering sciences, social sciences, education, law, and 

design science.  

The workshop consists of a scientific part of presentations and peer 

discussions of the submitted papers that are printed in these Proceedings, 

and of an experimental and experiential co-design part. In the latter part, 

we will together participate in a Joyful Co-Design of a Serious Game! The 

joyful co-design will be facilitated with novel co-design methods by two 

invited guest facilitators Tuuli Mattelmäki and Kirsikka Vaajakallio from 

the Aalto University School of Art and Design, and by SimLab’s facilitators.  

The co-workshop did not have much time to prepare. The more important 

was the support of the Programme Committee Members to make it happen! 

Thank you: Jannicke Baalsrud Hauge, BIBA, Germany; Professor Manuel 

de Oliveira Duarte, University of Aveiro, Portugal; Professor Alessandro da 

Gloria, University of Genova, Italy; Miia Jaatinen, Aalto University, 

SimLab, Finland, Päivi Pöyry-Lassila, Aalto University, SimLab, Finland; 

and Johann Riedel, University of Nottingham, UK. 

The Local Organizing Committee with Päivi Pöyry-Lassila, Miia Jaatinen, 

Anna C. Kaipainen, Lasse Korpela, Tuukka Saranpää, and Laura Larmi was 

of great help in the process. Without Anna C. Kaipainen, the project 

manager and central organizer of the workshop, we would not have 

managed it at all!  

The workshop is supported by the IFIP Working Group 5.7, the EU Network 

of Excellence GaLA, and by the European Academy of Industrial 

Management AIM. It is organized and sponsored by SimLab, Aalto 

University School of Science, Department of Industrial Engineering and 

Management. This support is gratefully acknowledged. 

 

Thank you all! Let us have a fine co-creative workshop! 

 

Riitta Smeds,  

Professor,  

Aalto University SimLab, Finland  

Chairman of the workshop 
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Abstract 

The term Serious Gaming was coined by David Rejeski and Ben Sawyer in 

their white paper Serious Games Initiative (2002). Serious games are 

games that educate, train and inform (Michael & Chen, 2006) and they 

are proven successful as a learning method for conveying skills on 

complex tasks. It could therefore be expected that serious games would 

play an important role within cooperate training, but this seems not to be 

the case. In order to identify which barriers the use of serious games in 

corporate training faces, the authors have developed a questionnaire in 

the frame of the Gala NoE project. This article presents the questionnaire 

as such, and it is the intention of the authors that the feedback of the IFIP 

workshop will be used to improve the questionnaire. 

Keywords 

Awareness, corporate training, penetration of serious games.  
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Introduction 1 

The European labour market is volatile and both the requirements on the 

workforce as well as the working environment are rapidly changing.  The 

competitiveness of the European industry is dependent on the competence 

level of the workforce. The question is therefore, how is it possible to 

mediate what the employee could need in such a way that he will use time 

and be motivated.  The figure below shows the relation of age and 

enrolment in formal education, so it can be seen that too few employees 

visit formal education after leaving school.  

The mismatch between needed and available skills and competencies 

increases due to the dynamic environment in which the European 

workforce acts in and due to the quite low level of vocational training and 

implemented lifelong learning strategies. 

  

Figure 1 Enrolment and participants rates (Source OECD Observer, February 2004, Policy 

brief]) 

In order to prepare the workforce as well as support the lifelong learning, 

there is a need for continuous training within the company. Furthermore, 

several surveys examining the training needs carried out during the last 

couple of years state that there is a large need for improving the 

qualification of employees working at all stages and positions (compare 

Hausladen 2009, BVL 2008; Eckerland, Borchert 2008; Ahlene, Dobischat, 

2008) There is also a need for vocational training (Hausladen, 2008; 

Cedefop, 2008) and most companies do offer their employees qualification 

possibilities, but only few employees attend such training. The question is 

therefore, why does it not seem attractive for employees to visit such 

courses and can gaming help to reduce the barrier of lifelong learning? 
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In their study and presentation, Pikkola and Illmarinen (Pikkola, 2004; 

Illmarinen 2009) mention different areas relevant to the well-being and the 

ability of an employee to work. The well being is a pre-requisite for taking 

part in corporate training. They use a work ability house with four different 

floors, seen in Figure 1 below. The first floor is the level of health and 

functional capacities, which decreases with increasing age. The second floor 

is the competence floor, comprising individual skills, knowledge and 

competences. At this level an individual lifelong learning strategy can 

ensure that an employee stay fit for the labour market, but if the employee 

loose track at this level, his motivation will also disappear. (Pikkola, 2004) 

The third floor is the floor of motivation. Taking into mind that the working 

environment is fast changing, and that the employee is a part of the 

learning organization (Fuchs-Kittowski, 1998) it becomes evident that any 

barriers or boundaries leading to a reluctant relation to the use and 

implementation of new tools and working processes, needs to be addressed 

by the employers in order to prevent a drop in the well-being at work of the 

employees (Pikkola, 2004).The fourth floor is the level of operation. 

Illmarinen concludes that “…leadership and the organization of work is 

important element. The fourth floor is subject to the most rapid changes 

during the life time. This should be reflected in any strategy in human 

resources development.  

Due to its high motivation factor and the possibility to let the participants 

play an active role, the use of experiential learning forms have been 

  

Figure 1: Illmarinen’s Workability House (Illmarinen, 2009) 
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increasing within elementary and secondary education. During the last 

decades such methods have also been implemented at the university level.  

Serious games are such an approach. The next section will therefore deal 

with how Serious Games can support different floors in the house of 

competencies and thus motivate the employees.  

Serious Games and wellbeing at work 

As mentioned in the introduction the mismatch between required and 

offered skills and competencies is a problem in a dynamical environment, 

and thus, it is common sense today, that there is a need for continuous 

learning (OECD, 2004). Employers and employees do have some common 

objectives regarding the competencies and wellbeing at work. On one hand 

side the employer needs qualified and motivated personnel in order to carry 

out the task correct and efficiently. On the other hand, the employee should 

an own interest of being able to fulfil the requirement on him so that he 

stays attractive and the personal motivation and satisfaction have a large 

impact on the wellbeing, both at work and at home.  Despite this crucial 

impact on the efficiency of an employee, the number experiencing the 

satisfaction is decreasing (Pikkola, 2007) thus not only the employees faces 

changing working environment and therefore need continuous learning 

(OECD,2004, EU, 2009) but also for organisations(Thoben, 2005; 

Schwesig,2004).   Level three in the work ability house deals with the 

motivation, and level four comprises the organisational aspects. In order to 

increase the number of attendee to corporate training, it is necessary to 

look at how it is possible to reduce barriers. In order to be able to do that it 

is necessary to know which methods they use at the moment as well as if 

they use games or not. In the case of not using game it would also be 

interesting to know why. Consequently, we are interested in measuring the 

level of awareness, if serious games fit into company training concepts etc.  

Development of a Questionnaire for corporate training and the use of games 

Serious games have proven to be an important tool in supporting the 

education and training at schools and universities as well as the vocational 

training in the industry (Windhoff, 2001), but still it is not often in use.  

In order to analyse the use and the requirements the authors have 

developed a questionnaire which is comparable to typical questionnaires 

used on the implementation of ICT in companies. To answer these 

questions a questionnaire survey of training and human resources 
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managers across Europe will be carried out. The aim is to assess the degree 

of awareness of serious games for training in companies and to assess the 

level of adoption and the barriers to adoption. Currently the survey is being 

piloted in the UK on three groups of top 100 companies: the best to work 

for, the most profitable, and the fastest growing technology companies. 

These top 100 lists have been complied by a leading newspaper in the UK. 

Comparing the responses between these three groups of companies will 

provide some interesting insights. One could hypothesize, for example, that 

the highest awareness and adoption of serious games would be found 

among the top 100 best companies to work for. 

The first part of the questionnaire seeks to understand the level of 

awareness of serious games and to compare the company’s innovation 

approach to see if they would be likely to adopt new technologies like 

serious games: 

 

The responses to this question allow us to plot the company on the famous 

s-curve of technology adoption. Then the question of the level of adoption is 

investigated – any or no adoption, test or pilot adoptions to wide scale 

adoption (we anticipate the latter to be unlikely). 

 

Then we examine the barriers to adoption: knowledge/information deficit, 

practical/ facilities barriers, cost/ business case barriers, low familiarity 

with electronic training means/ IT, lack of staff, and perception problems 

(that games are not serious). 
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We then ask what the perceived benefits of serious games are. If companies 

perceive the benefits to be good they will be more likely to adopt them and 

conversely. 

 

Finally, we ask about the types of skills that companies want to address 

using serious games. The question of what types of skill do industry need to 

be mediated by serious games is key? A question on skills mediated has 

been included in this questionnaire. It divides skills into hard and soft skills 

– hard skills are those associated with knowledge required to carry out ones 

jobs, eg. knowledge of the product being manufactured/sold, customer 

service, project management, etc. Soft skills are those associated with 

working with other people – team working skills, communication, inter-

personal skills, etc. It has often been pointed out that soft skills are actually 

very difficult to acquire and develop – in fact more so than hard skills. And 
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it has been further observed that soft skills are more easily mediated by 

serous games (Scholz Reiter, et al 2002). 

 

The prelimary results from the UK survey will hopefully be ready for the 

workshop in early June. The results can be compared to a recent survey on 

RFID adoption. This survey found that there was a high degree of 

awereness of RFID in the UK logistics industry (80+%), however, adoption 

was a lot lower at 17%. The reason for this is that RFID is a system 

technology requiring all players in the logistics supply chain to adopt it for 

the benefits to be fully realised – individual companies adopting RFID will 

not see great payoffs. The question is whether serious games are similar 

system technologies – requiring concomitant investment in facillities 

(computer training labs) and trained staff as well as overcoming the 

awareness/ information gap. Hopefully, the survey can start to answer this 

question and point the direction for the types of serious games that industry 

would be more willing to adopt. And to identify what arguments serious 

game vendors/ developers need to use to convince companies to adopt or 

invest in serious games. 
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Conclusion 

Fast changing and dynamic systems such as production networks lead to 

continuously of working conditions as well as rapidly changing 

requirements regarding the competencies of the workforce. Consequently, 

in order to stay competitive it is necessary to have a lifelong learning 

strategy and for the companies to offer corporate training. However, not 

many employees take part in formal training. The mismatch of the need for 

continuously training and the number visiting such offers has lead to new 

EU strategies for improving the number, but the lack of motivation might 

also arise from not using motivating training methods. Serious games are 

proven to be motivating since games have been demonstrated to provoke 

active learner involvement through exploration, experimentation, 

competition and co-operation. Still, games are not commonly in use in the 

corporate training. In order to get additional information on why they are 

not so much in use, the authors have developed a questionnaire to be 

distributed to companies. Depending on the outcome, we will look at 

different target group: firstly those using online training already, in the next 

step we would look for possibilities to look at games or mobile games. 
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Abstract 

Making the cargo intelligent is an upcoming concept and has so far not 
penetrated supply chain. It is based on existing technologies, but based on 
a decentralised decision making. Not being implemented in common 
supply chains yet makes it difficult for students with basic knowledge in 
logistics to understand the concept and the impact. Serious games are 
therefore a helpful method to support learning, as they have the possibility 
to simulate an environment which does yet not exist in its entity. 

The following paper discusses the learning and design requirements of a 
serious game developed for mediating the concept of intelligent logistic. It 
aims to conduct the engineers on the topic of intelligent logistic and the 
caused changes for a non-intelligent supply chain. The article is based on 
the work carried out during a master class project at the University of 
Bremen.  

Keywords 

Intelligent logistic, requirements, serious games  
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• reflective observation (reviewing/ reflecting on the experience)  

• abstract conceptualization (concluding/ learning from the 
experience) 

• active experimentation (planning/ trying out what the attendees 
have learned).  

 

In order to ensure successful learning one has to follow the cycle in 

sequence. 

This experiential learning method incorporates many advantages one of 

them being the possibility to educate students in a contemporary, activity-

oriented, interactive way in a simulation lab. Serious games also support 

the trainees’ creativity, self-consistency and lead to an improved ability to 

work by team-oriented means to reach a certain goal together. Multiple 

important skills are trained, for example: how to handle and solve a 

problem or the proficiency to discuss (Elgood 1997). On the other hand, if 

the attendee’s experience diffused conflicts, caused by unclear storyline, it 

will affect the gaming outcome.  

According to B. HÖGSDAL the players’ educational objectives for strategic 

games include: 

- the ability to design strategies to reach the game target 

- to implement these strategies into the game 

- to make decisions and estimate the result 

- to comprehend interrelation and discuss alternatives 

- to work in groups and present ones point of view 

All these facts are arguments to use serious games to introduce people to 

new subject matters like intelligent logistics.  

2 Intelligent Logistic  

Intelligent logistic aims at solving the problems of asynchrone information 

and material flows. In addition to that intelligent logistics supports the 

supply chain by adding an autonomous aspect to the goods. This means the 

delivery goods ability to make decisions in regard to the supply chain route 

or the mode of transport (Jedermann et. Al. 2007). The synchronization of 

material and information flow will increase the transparency of the supply 

chain and positively affect the supply chains efficiency.   
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The autonomous part of intelligent cargo is able to find solutions for 

appearing problems to decrease the work load for the affected work station. 

The autonomous aspect of intelligent logistics can support the execution of 

specific tasks with reduced effort. A prerequisite for reaching these aims are 

communication between the different delivery goods and communication to 

all stakeholders of the supply chain. This requires the implementation of 

new ICT concepts in supply chains, not yet commonly in use. Consequently 

experiences with intelligent logistic cannot be made in operating systems. 

A gaming environment can provide employees a safe environment in which 

they can experience how the implementation of intelligent logistics affects 

the supply chain as a whole as well as their own working environment. 

However, according to Kolb’s learning cycle, the player will only be able to 

transfer experiences done on the gaming environment to his real working 

environment if the reduced represented processes are good enough. 

To support the learning success it is necessary to define the requirements 

on content, game design and game concept. The following chapters deal 

with requirements the game has to conform in regard to content, design 

and strategic conception. 

3 Approach 

The following chapter explains some important aspects of IL, giving an 

overview about the topic and focusing on the main aspects the game deals 

with. Referring to the real environments complexity the simulated 

environments in games are usually reduced to the most important aspects. 

In our case, we are specifically looking on a holistic supply chain, thus in 

order to reduce the complexity only external material and information flows 

are covered. 

In the next step these aspects will be discussed with regard to three 

questions: 

1. Is the technology specific of intelligent logistics or does it apply 

in common supply chains? If the use of is changed due to 

implementation of the intelligent logistics concept it will be 

considered. 

2. Is autonomous decision an important part of this aspect? 

3. How does this affect the Supply Chain? 

Based upon the answers, requirements on the content can be defined. This 

is prerequisite to define the requirements on game design. 
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Based upon the requirements on the content and the requirements on game 

design, finally the game concept and the requirements on the attendees will 

be derived.  

4 Important functions of intelligent logistic 

 This chapter describes the following functions, which are identified as 

especially important for the intelligent logistics concept (Euridice, 2009): 

- Tracking and Tracing 

- Rerouting 

- Support of intermodal transport 

- Quality control 

- Decentralization aspect of an intelligent logistic system   

- Autonomous decision                        

These aspects will be discussed with regard to the three questions 

mentioned in the approach, to deduce the requirements on the content. 

Tracking and tracing: 

Tracking and tracing means the ability to monitor the material flow by 

technical support and is already used in supply chains. For this reason it is 

necessary to accent the differences between “tracking and tracing” already 

in use in supply chains and in intelligent logistic using supply chains. Self 

decision and autonomous working are not part of “tracking and tracing” in 

intelligent logistic systems. The direct effects on the supply chain are 

marginal but it will be better integrated and thus support internal planning 

and increase efficiency. 

 Requirements: 

 Focus on difference to common „Tracking and 

Tracing“ 

 Focus on the impact for supply chain efficiency  

Rerouting: 

The autonomous rerouting by technical support is not often implemented 

in supply chains. This aspect focuses on the self decision in intelligent 

logistic and it is important to show what rules of decision may exists and 

who finally is responsible for the taken decision.  
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The effect on the supply chain will be a rerouting with a decreased work 

load for the affected work location and a possible decrease of delivery time 

if incidences appear. Otherwise the work load may increase previously 

depending on the kind of intelligent system. 

Requirements: 

 Focus on the effect of rerouting 

 Focus on the influence of different rerouting rules 

 Focus on the decrease of work load 

 Focus on the change of tasks in affected work stations 

Support of intermodal transport: 

Supporting the reloading points by self organized deliveries requires the 

ability of self decision and may increase efficiency and delivery speed. The 

effect on the supply chain could be increased by defining different decision 

rules leading to choices according to the enterprises aims. 

Requirements: 

 Focus on the self organization of delivery goods 

 Focus on the increase of turnover speed in trans-

shipment center 

Quality control: 

Technical supported quality and quantity control already exists. In 

difference to common systems an intelligent system may react by giving 

orders to correct non-conformities, what may decrease the work load for 

the affected work station.  

 Requirements: 

 Focus on difference to existing quality controls  

Decentralization aspect of intelligent logistic systems: 

The decentralization aspect of an intelligent logistic system cannot be 

discussed with the above mentioned questions. Nevertheless this point 

should be represented. All tasks mentioned above require the 

implementation of advanced auto identification technology into the supply 

chain.  The needed kind of technology does not yet exist, especially because 

it is a problem to generate decentralized working “mini systems” for each 

delivery good, which work together and are not part of a higher system. 

Whereas in reality this problem can be solved by using a centralized system, 
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which control the delivery good, the serious game can be used to underline 

the decentralization aspect. 

 Requirements: 

 Focus on decentralization aspect by self control of 

each delivery good  

 Focus on autonomous decision of decentralized 

systems 

5 Requirements on game design 

According to the different functions and the deduced requirements, 

communication is the most important aspect of the IntelliCa serious game. 

The implementation of intelligent logistic in supply chains includes the 

implementation of advanced communication systems. Representing the 

communication aspect in the game is an important prerequisite to procure 

the attendees basic knowledge in intelligent logistic. 

For that reason the game has to induce the attendee to communicate with 

other members in the supply chain to solve problems in a useful way. To 

avoid communication between the players which does not lead to the 

desired result it is necessary to implement rules to control communication. 

Besides it is necessary to focus on the differences which appear by using an 

intelligent supply chain compared to the common supply chain. This 

difference has to be pointed out through the differences in communication 

as it is the main aspect of the serious game.  

Procuring the attendees the autonomous aspect of intelligent logistics is 

another important requirement to the game. A well working supply chain, 

without any problems will not stress an intelligent system to the limit. For 

this reason it is necessary to implement special situations in which the 

intelligent logistic system is stressed and the attendee is requested to solve 

problems himself. That demands a game design with randomly appearing 

problems and different options to solve these problems.  

Requirements on Game Design: 

 Support communication between attendees 

 Rules to control communication 

 Randomly appearing problems to stress intelligent 

logistic system 

 Different options to solve problems 
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Having defined the requirements on game design, the next chapter will 

present a strategic conception for the serious game that supports these 

requirements.  

6 Strategic conception 

The strategic conception is important for implementing the imposed 

requirements. Below the most significant criteria are discussed and the best 

line up is justified. 

One of the requirements for a serious game is the integration of intermodal 

transport. Therefore only specific parts of the enterprise are to be 

examined, particularly logistics and marketing. A focused view is more 

effective than a broad, universal one in relation to the level of decision 

process. 

Another important aspect when constructing a serious game is the focus. 

Should a problem which is typical for enterprises of a certain industrial 

sector be observed or rather a not specifically defined company? Elements 

like rerouting or tracking-and-tracing are supposed to be implemented, and 

therewith a logistics company is the best working example for this. 

Furthermore the degree of freedom based on the range of decision is 

essential for the game flow. In “free games” the outcome is not predictable 

and the trainees’ decisions are not subject to restrictions. To display certain 

facts, for example intelligent logistics, it might be more effective to limit the 

ratio of the students’ decisions through given possibilities. This way, the 

cognition of the participants can be controlled. In this case it does not 

matter if the players only have influence on the game results or random 

events are a part of the further game-play. 

A competitive game-play is not recommendable, because the formation of 

competing strategies detracts the attention from the actual topic. Whereas 

in non-competitive games the students' groups act parallel and isolated 

from one another. Consequently there is no correlation between the 

decisions and findings of the different teams. 

A high game complexity is not desired and also not required in order to 

teach the participants the educational objectives. The goal might also be 

achieved through a game with a lower complexity.  
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Games can be played synchronously or asynchronously as well as having 

the players spatial distributed or not. For IntelliCa a comparison of the 

different advantages and disadvantages revealed that it would be preferable 

to let them play synchronously and within common locations. 

All these conceptual decisions also influence the requirements for the 

attendees. 

7 Requirements on attendees 

Having detailed the requirements for the game and the strategic conception 

it is possible to deduce the requirements on attendees. Referring to Mohsen 

(Mohsen 2002) requirements are: 

- Ability to communicate 

- Ability to cooperate and coordinate 

- Ability to work in teams 

- Ability to solve conflicts 

- Knowledge about the topic 

- Ability to solve problems and make decisions 

- Self competence 

They are important to support the learning process of the attendee by 

enabling him to join the game in its entirety. The following chapter focuses 

on requirements especially important to the attendees. 

As mentioned in the chapter on gaming requirements the main processes of 

a game dealing with intelligent logistic is the communication between the 

different members and goods. Referring to this the attendee has to be able 

to communicate with other members in his group to reach the games aim. 

Further on the communication reasons between the members are given by 

the task to solve the different appearing problems during the game what 

demands the ability to find solutions in cooperation with other attendees.  

As it is requirement on the game that the attendee has to be taught about 

the topic intelligent logistic detailed knowledge is not demanded whereas 

basic knowledge about logistic, especially the function of a supply chain 

should be available. 

The abilities to work in teams and to solve problems can be neglected as 

interpersonal relationships are not a relevant part of the game. 
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8 Discussions and Outlook 

The game is developed as a one year master project by a group of eight 

students and two supervisors. Implementing all identified requirements 

seemed not possible due to the complexity of the real environment. As the 

attendees are new to intelligent logistic concept and the focus on 

communication needs a multitude of different information that has to be 

saved, some of the requirements were rejected. Another reason for rejection 

was the dramatically increase of attendees needed by implementing the 

requirement.  

Representing the impact of detailed tracking and tracing would have 

enlarged the focus from the supply chain to intra-enterprise processes and 

increased the complexity. Receiving detailed information about delivery 

goods along the supply chain is still possible but the effect on the attendee 

playing an affected role in the game had been weakened.  

Changing of work load in affected work places for this reason is another 

requirement that could not be implemented in the game in its entity. The 

work load at the affected place would have had to be increased to show 

detailed effects on the supply chain and would have had negatively affected 

other requirements. 

Implementing an intelligent system that is really decentralized would 

require one person per container that is used in the game. The raised 

number of needed attendees would decrease the learning effect for the 

group. Besides for the developed game a number of roundabout 30 

attendees were needed, only to realize the decentralized aspect of intelligent 

cargo. This number cannot be guaranteed every time the game is played. To 

keep the game playable the number of attendees for intelligent logistic was 

lowered down to four persons. This does not support the aspect of 

decentralized logistic, as one attendee cares for several containers, but is 

necessary to keep the game playable. 

Solving these problems can be reached by expanding the game with 

technical support. One possibility is to computerize the whole flow of 

information with the aim of reducing the complexity of the serious game. 

This could be achieved through software specifically designed for this game. 

Therewith the option of implementing an intelligent system with a 

decentralized character would be given. By doing so, one of the attendees 

can navigate several containers at the same time, while on the other hand 

the all intelligent containers can only be controlled via the computer 

software. 
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Another option is to use technological support to evaluate the game. 

Consequently the actions of the gamers can be analyzed directly after the 

end of the game. Furthermore additional aspects can be displayed 

statistically, for example green economy, delivery reliability, or carrying 

charges. 
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Abstract 

Interactive TV (iTV) offers new engaging possibilities for learning thanks 

to the addition of computing capabilities beside the traditional TV 

features. The TV environment is usually characterized by an 

entertainment approach, that is a strong motivation for investigating the 

use of a Serious Game (SG) approach. However, it is necessary to explore 

how to adapt the SG’s typically user interaction-driven philosophy to a 

media-driven environment such as the TV. Starting from an investigation 

of pedagogical requirements for t-learning (Television-based learning) 

applications, we have implemented tools for iTV content authoring and 

delivery. These tools were successfully employed to the creation of 7 

sample applications that were tested in authentic settings of use. This 

paper describes the requirements and an iTV format that defines a 

structure for a family of iTV SG applications. Based on this, we have 

developed a supporting architecture – both runtime environment and 

authoring tool - thus allowing serialization of content production, also in a 

User Generated Content perspective. 

Keywords 

Interactive TV, Serious Games, Television-based learning, e-learning, 

User Generated Content. 
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1 Introduction 

Television has had a long history of performing an educational function for 

the mass audience, typically by broadcasting culturally relevant movies, 

documentaries and news as well as educational programs. In this context, 

interactive Digital TV (iDTV or iTV) offers new engaging and effective 

possibilities for learning thanks to the addition of interactive computing 

capabilities. [PJB 2003] stresses the potential for educational iTV and 

investigates the development of digital TV-based interactive learning at 

home, introducing the term t-learning, TV-based interactive learning. The 

report makes recommendations for decision makers, broadcasters and 

other players as to possible ways forward for iTV solutions to increase 

learning opportunities. 

[Chorianopoulos and Leakos 2007] indicate that the main rationale cited 

for adopting TV as a learning medium is its pervasiveness, as television is a 

familiar and reliable device with more than 90% penetration in developed 

countries. However, the dominance of television is being challenged by 

other media forms and by other means of media distribution, that allow for 

interactivity and mobility: in particular, Web information and 

entertainment and games [Ursu et al. 2008]. Young people between 16 and 

24 years of age are the most avid adopters both of new technologies and of 

new forms of media consumption [Forrester 2006; KPMG 2007]. In this 

context, availability of new interactive services on TVs provides an 

important opportunity to generate new TV forms able to attract and retain 

audiences. This opportunity has to be carefully addressed [Ursu et al. 

2008]. Thus, it is important to investigate how to support authors in 

concretely and effectively exploiting the t-learning potential 

[Chorianopoulos and Leakos 2007]. 

Several t-learning principles and applications have been inspired by e-

learning services. But the TV medium has important specific features, 

compared to the PC: 

 The predominant way to transmit information is through 

broadcasting 

 iTV computing and communication hardware (CPU power, memory, 

Internet connection) is limited 

 User interaction modalities are quite different (remote control, low 

resolution screen, no windows, no mouse, no keyboards) 
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 The user is typically in a relaxed environment and attitude, and TV 

is typically perceived as an entertainment medium [Vorderer 2001]. 

[Chorianopoulos & Leakos 2007] put an emphasis on engagement 

and fun in order to face the issues that arise when considering how 

to support less task-oriented activities typical of a TV medium. 

These features have determined two key t-learning peculiarities. First, the 

concept of edutainment (education + entertainment) has been considered 

as particularly suited for such a less formal learning environment 

[Buckingham and Scanlon 2002]. Second, while e-learning typically 

involves user-driven strategies, in which the applications respond to user 

actions, t-learning is more suited to media-driven strategies for interactivity 

[Pazos-Arias et al. 2008]. The first aspect represents a strong motivation 

for investigating the exploitation of the Serious Game (SG) principles on 

iTV, but the second poses a challenge on how to adapt the SG’s typically 

user interaction-driven philosophy to a media-driven environment such as 

the TV. A number of educational games titles already exist for iTV, but they 

simply exploit TV as a display/computation medium, while we are 

interested in exploring the integration of SGs and TV programs.  

We have addressed these issues in the Enhanced Learning Unlimited (ELU) 

project, that developed pedagogical requirements for t-learning 

applications, and implemented tools for iTV content authoring and 

delivery. These tools were successfully employed to the creation of 7 sample 

applications that were tested in authentic settings of use. This paper 

describes an iTV format for a family of iTV SG applications. Based on this, 

we have developed a supporting architecture – both runtime environment 

and authoring tool - thus allowing serialization of content production, also 

in a User Generated Content perspective.  

2 Enhancing Educational TV programs 

While a lot of iTV research has been done in such fields as personalization, 

interactive narrative and remote collaboration (e.g. [Rey-Lopez et al. 2008; 

Ursu et al. 2008; Aarreniemi-Jokipelto 2007]), we found that research 

should be done on how to support pedagogical experts to enhance linear TV 

A/V streams – typically already produced – in order to improve the viewers’ 

experience through interactive components. In this way, we further develop 

the approach (e.g. [Chorianopoulos and Leakos 2007]) that considers iTV 

educational services as enhancements aimed at giving more value to TV-

specific languages and styles rather than adaptations of e-learning modules 
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to the TV medium. This approach intends exploiting and enhancing the 

value of creative TV professionals (e.g. authors, scriptwriters, cartoonists, 

etc. ), that have had an important role in supporting informal education for 

a wide population [Chu and Shramm 2004]. Moreover, the approach allows 

the viewing of a program by interactive and non interactive users at the 

same time, and fosters a meaningful re-use of archives of TV programs and 

historical videos, that represent a rich, often under-exploited, patrimony of 

national broadcasters . Finally, this approach is complementary and can be 

combined with techniques borrowed from e-learning (e.g. remote user 

collaboration).  

Our approach is further defined by other requirements/features emerged 

after a user and stakeholder needs analysis [Mikulecka et al. 2007], such as: 

compatibility with other iTV platforms; support for various categories of 

users; efficiency in producing contents; support for User Generated 

Contents (UGC); high-quality graphics and usability; need for extensive 

user tests. 

2.1 The ELU Format 

In order to give a systematic response to the above presented principles and 

requirements, we defined a framework for an efficient development of iTV 

applications. The framework consists of an application format and the 

corresponding development and deployment tools. At high level, the ELU 

format involves:  

 A linear A/V stream, on which the user has no control. 

 Non-linear interactive contents are available over the video and 

controllable by the user 

The idea is to exploit a linear story (that can be viewed also by non-

interactive users) and provide enhancements to improve the interactive 

user’s experience. This approach is expected to give advantages in terms of: 

low production costs; centrality of TV authors; possibility of various user 

interaction levels. 

The ELU format involves building a course as a sequence of educational 

units, named Cards, that are displayed either at full-screen or partially 

overlapping the A/V program (or including it as a quarter picture). Each 

card provides one or more services, such as Multimedia Pages (MP), 

Interactive Edutainment Elements (quizzes, games, questionnaires, etc.), 

Virtual Teacher (VT). Cards may be synchronized with the A/V stream (they 

are triggered at specified time) or asynchronous. The cards’ sequence is 
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decided by the author and can be controlled at runtime by the user and/or 

by the system through profile tracking. 

In a typical program, synchronous cards are only partially overlapping the 

video, as the viewer should also continue following the A/V stream, while 

asynchronous cards appear at full screen. The author of the program can 

define two or more categories of users (e.g. based on familiarity level, or 

specific interests), that can be dynamically chosen by the user. Every 

category has its own scheduling. 

2.2 The Production and deployment chain 

An ELU educational programme is implemented as a Courselet, which is 

broadcast to the viewers. A Courselet consists of (Fig 1): the course’s ELU 

Script Language (ESL) File, that describes the screenplay of the course; the 

ELU Mulitmedia Player (EMP) software, which schedules the cards and 

manages the user interaction; the ELU service templates software, such as 

quizzes and VTs, that are available on the course’s card; the multimedia 

resources that are provided as interactive contents (e.g. figures, texts, 

graphic). A Courselet is prepared by a content creator through an Authoring 

Tool [Bellotti et al. 2008].  

 

Fig 1. High-level view of a Courselet architecture. In the application layer, the author 

specifies the screenplay of the course and the configuration of the various service templates. 

The execution layer contains the EMP and the service template software. The Courselet, also 

containing the structured contents, is broadcast and played on commercial MHP STBs. 
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2.3 User Interaction 

Creating a readily apparent, easy to use interface is a crucial skill for iTV 

application developers. Designing a user friendly interface requires meeting 

technical requirements [e.g. BBCi 2002; Hansen 2005; SERCO 2001; 

Lamont 2003], graphical design principles, navigation principles, 

pedagogical requirements and always considering that the interface is 

created for daily, homey routines. 

A fundamental design choice concerned the distinction between the in card 

interaction and the inter-card navigation. The former concerns the user 

interaction with the contents currently displayed on the screen, that are 

typically services in a card. The user interacts with a service – for instance 

to answer a question or select an item in a group - by using the arrows and 

OK keys of the remote control. The latter interaction concerns higher level 

navigation and is accessed through the remote’s coloured buttons. In 

particular, the author can exploit a Navigation Bar (NB) which is typically 

positioned at the bottom of the screen (Fig. 2). Within this design, the 

author has several configuration options, such as: position and look of the 

NB, text and functions for all the menus. 

 

Fig. 2. Snapshot of an ELU application with the Navigation Bar in the bottom of the screen, a 

PerformanceMeter and a ProgressBar 

From a pedagogical point of view it is important that the user is aware of his 

position in the learning space. To this end, we have designed a ProgressBar, 

typically placed in the top of the screen, that synthetizes the player track. 

Also, a global performance figure can be displayed (everything is optional, 

left to the author choice) through a PerformanceMeter (Fig. 2). 
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3 System Architecture 

3.1 ELU Script Language (ESL) 

The ESL file describes the screenplay of the course. ESL is implemented in 

XML (Exstensible Markup Language). The ESL grammar has been encoded 

in an xsd XML Schema. The ESL language is the result of an abstraction of 

the pedagogical requirements developed for the ELU format.  

An ESL file first presents the time events, sorted in chronological order – 

this is the time-line - then the logical events. To each event, an instruction 

corresponds. ESL specifies different types of instructions for controlling the 

presentation of cards, also keeping into account the time constraints of the 

synchronization with the A/V stream (e.g. a card should not be displayed 

for less than a certain amount. Thus it cannot be triggered after a deadline).  

Every instruction may be filtered by one or more conditions – we call them 

Personalizer Conditions – that check the values of general personalization 

variables (the ones that define the dynamic and static user profile) or to 

custom variables.  

3.2 ELU Multimedia Player (EMP) 

The EMP is the software engine that is broadcast to the households as part 

of the ELU Courselet (Fig. 1). It is triggered by the user when he selects an 

ELU course from the set of interactive applications available on an iTV 

channel. It interprets the ELU script file for that course, performing the 

scheduling of the cards and managing the user interaction. The overall EMP 

system architecture is sketched in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3. High-level block scheme of the EMP system architecture. The picture highlights the 

three logical layers of the architecture. 

The EMP consists of some major modules, that include: 

 ESL Parser. Reads the ESL file for a Course. Checks the syntax, 

instantiates the specified components. 
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 VirtualDirector. It manages the runtime system. It instantiates an 

ELU script Parser for the current course, and all the other high-level 

components of the system. It manages the life-cycle of the ELU 

course. 

 EventManager. It receives the interaction messages from the 

system (e.g. the stream events to synchronize the application with 

the A/V stream) and the users (through the remote control), and 

redirects them to the target services. 

 CardScheduler. It controls the scheduling of the cards according to 

the instructions specified in the ELU Script timeline and logical 

events. 

 CardModel. It manages the single cards of the course. It is triggered 

by the CardScheduler. This package consists of various modules, 

such as: Cards; Metacards; CardManager. 

 Service. It is the abstract class for all the ELU services. 

 Personalizer. It manages the user profiles and the decisions based 

on that – we describe it in detail in the next sub-section. 

 NaviBarManager. It manages the user interaction with the 

Navigation Bar. 

 LifeManager. It manages the life-cycle of the application (loading-

pausing-killing, as in the MHP xlet model [Morris, 2005]). It is 

platform dependent, but we have also built an abstraction module 

decouples the VirtualDirector from the lower layer. 

 Events and Timers. They implement the interface with the user 

actions and system events. They are platform-dependent. 

 AppGUIManager. It provides and coordinates 

Concerning portability, most of the ELU core system is platform 

independent, which is an important design requirement. The current 

implementation works on MHP only. The choice of building a reference 

implementation for MHP was due to the fact that several countries1 have 

chosen the MHP middleware, despite some shortcomings, at least for the 

                                                        

 

1 MHP/GEM deployments: http://new.blog.mhp.org/?page_id=31 
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analog-to-digital transition period. Also the new tru2way2 technology for 

cable TV draws from DVB-MHP. 

Given the platform independence of the ELU Script and AT, migrating to 

other iTV platforms (e.g. the IPTV proprietary systems) will involve re-

implementing only some low-level classes of the EMP, while the whole 

application layer (the authors’ implemented courses – Fig. 1) will run 

seamlessly. 

3.3 ELU Services 

In the EMP modular approach, cards are containers that can be filled with 

various kinds of software objects – namely, services. In order to support 

reusability, services are implemented as instances of templates, which are 

highly configurable in terms of contents and look. Instances are created 

from template-specific configuration files. Such files are simple lists of 

property-value elements. Values can also be parametrized on the static and 

dynamic user profile values in order to support personalization.  

TVEduGames is a library of templates for TV edutainment. We group them 

in three clusters. 

 Games and Quizzes: Quiz. Sequences of questions and answers; 

VisualQuiz. Q&As in images; Couples. Join the matching elements; 

RightPlace. Put icons in their right place; RightOrder. Order a 

sequence of items; Puzzle. Build an image from shuffled pieces; 

Memory. Remember the cards; Stop it! Stop the animation at the 

right time to answer the question; RepeatedTrials. Statistic 

outcomes from experiments. 

 Simulation: Stock Exchange simulation. Statistics and business. 

 Clusters: Menu. Cluster of games from a menu (with the replay 

option); Millionaire. Millionaire-like difficulty-escalation game/quiz 

cluster. 

                                                        

 

2 http://www.tru2way.com/ 
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Fig. 4. Snapshots of two synchronous games (VisualQuiz and TextQuiz) – played along a 

video - and two asynchronous games – played at the end of the video – (RightPlace and 

Puzzle) 

4 Conclusions 

TV is a medium with high penetration rates in several countries and has 

been suited to deliver informal education in several aspects (e.g. linguistic, 

historic, scientific) since years. Thus, iTV may play a significant role in the 

current life-long and informal learning, because of its nature of 

entertainment medium. Given the growing relevance of serious gaming in 

technology-enhanced learning, we have explored how to combine the 

typical media-driven nature of TV programs with the active user’s 

participation typical of interactive gaming.  

To the best of our knowledge this is the first research work presenting the 

design of a system architecture with specific modules (e.g. cards, game 

templates, ProgressBar, PerformanceMeter) aimed at supporting serial 

instantiation of serious games applications in several different iTV contexts. 

This modular approach has also allowed the implementation of a visual 

authoring tool to support efficient production of the interactive elements 

[Bellotti et al. 2008].  

We have followed an evolutionary rather than revolutionary approach, in 

particular given the still traditional use of TV by a large audience. The 

approach preserves a media-driven strategy and the role of the 
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author/director in proposing contents, as in the TV tradition. The added 

value of SG interactivity consists in helping the viewer to better 

contextualize/understand the video stream and to go more in depth about 

the touched items at the end. This also enables new iTV applications, in 

particular to support weaker users (i.e. users that could not view the video 

without a help).  

In order to support this, we have developed a framework for efficient 

implementation of interactive programs by educational developers that are 

not familiar with computers and also in a User Generated Contents 

perspective. These tools have been tested in 7 countries with over 200 end-

users and in a variety of course contexts and educational domains, such as: 

cultural tourism, basic business, MBA statistics, driving license, computer 

basics and basic statistics [Bellotti et al. 2008b]. A companion paper, 

[Bellotti 2010], presents iTV SG application design challenges and results 

from user tests, that challenged the authors in enhancing a dynamic, high-

value movie. Qualitative and quantitative results show the potential of the 

system for informal education.  

This work suggests also other possible research lines for the next future, 

including: support of specific categories of users (e.g. the elderly) through 

dedicated applications and also through new interaction modalities, such as 

pointing devices, gesture recognition and non-speech vocal input [e.g. 

Freeman 2009]; new generation iTV middleware to better support media-

driven interactive applications; further increase in the appeal and 

usefulness of the interactive enhancements by integrating features and 

modules supporting social interaction enabled by a more widespread use of 

the return channel.  
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Abstract 

This paper presents results from a multidisciplinary program targeted at 

engineering education and the development of entrepreneurial mind in 

telecommunications engineering students. 

The basic concept is rooted on a capstone-like project with the following 

characteristics: (i) Creation of student awareness about real world engineering 

activities, involving engineering professionals and enterprises in selected 

classroom activities; (ii) Simulation of a business environment in capstone project 

classes; (iii) Market gaming around a set of business cases where students are 

organized in teams playing different professional roles (role playing); (iv) 

Linking the outcome of market gaming and associated business cases with 

syllabus topics and with practical issues resorting to engineering decisions that 

have to prepared based on technology choices, network design, market simulation 

and economic-financial analysis. 

The results showed an improvement in average marks, the development of 

teamwork skills, the consolidation of previous knowledge and a better 

understanding of the telecommunications business markets. 

This paper will focus mainly on the work-in-progress. 

Keywords 

role-playing, problem based learning, entrepreneurship, telecommunications 

engineering, curriculum design  
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1 Introduction 

Telecommunications and Information Systems are intense competitive 

markets worldwide and the technologies that support and give structure to 

their operations have evolved at staggering pace over last decades. New 

business models emerged, new markets were created and a profound 

restructuring has happened in relation to the traditional professional 

profiles present in this sector. From a relatively narrow and stable field ok 

knowledge telecommunications engineering evolved to a dynamic and 

multidisciplinary domain where constant innovation has been happening in 

terms of technology, network organization, services, regulations, etc. For all 

these reasons the role of telecommunications engineers is nowadays more 

demanding that it has ever been:  

(i) Industries demand well qualified professionals, capable of dealing both 

with technology and with business markets (ii) The degree of dependence of 

modern societies in telecommunications is now more critical than ever.  

These realities pose major challenges to engineering schools. If in the past it 

was enough to provide a sound technological preparation, nowadays it is 

crucial that students also get exposed to the functioning of 

telecommunications markets, get equipped with knowledge and skills about 

the business and are ready to deal with change.  

2 Approach 

This paper presents an experience that has been active for the last two years 

targeted at the above challenges. The approach is based on the following 

dimensions: 

a) Involvement of industrial partners in curricula restructuring. 

b) Bringing professional experiences to the classroom, as a tool to motivate 

the students, giving useful purpose to learning 

c) Involvement of engineering professionals in interactive entrepreneurial 

atmosphere sessions. Practicing engineers and industrial guest speakers 

met with the students to: exchange ideas and discuss career paths; provide 

a “big picture” about core characteristics of what telecommunication 

engineers do; present real-world business cases; act as positive role-

models; and encourage questions and understanding. 

d) Study-work periods in companies, in order to promote vocational 

guidance and the development of professional skills. 
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e) Project work and problem-based learning methodologies (student-

centered), focusing on autonomous and collaborative learning. 

f) Game-like competition initiatives among teams playing the roles of 

competing companies in an open market, in order to expose students to 

business dynamics, namely through “betting” like situations similar to 

those present in stock trading markets. 

3 Diagnosis 

In other to gain a better understanding about the issues previously 

mentioned, and prepare future actions, a study has been conducted over the 

last 8 years, encompassing approximately 250 students of engineering 

courses (higher education) and approximately 500 students of foundation 

courses (post-secondary education) [2]. The fundamental questions 

addressed by this study were the following: 

 Student’s representations with respect to the specific subjects of 

study of their courses. 

 Representations of enterprises that received either young graduates 

or trainees from engineering and foundation courses. 

Among the findings of this study where the following aspects: 

 Engineering and technology students receive tools for solving 

problems that they have never faced before and for which they do 

not have an adequate appreciation. 

 Because of their limited real world experience, engineering and 

technology students have difficulty in understanding the practical 

applications of their studies. 

Another frequent feeling among large amounts of engineering students is 

that they find that classes were boring [3]. Previous research [2] found that 

this is mainly due to the following causes: 

 First, because of their limited real world experience, students have 

difficulty in understanding the practical applications of their 

studies; 

 Second, as a direct consequence of the traditional universities’ 

teaching approach: students receive tools for solving problems that 
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they have never faced before and for which they do not have an 

adequate appreciation. 

4 Active learning through role-playing  

In order to provide answers to the problems identified in the diagnosis 

above a pedagogical initiative was launched targeted at the promotion of 

active and meaningful knowledge creation in engineering students. The 

basic concept behind this initiative is rooted on a capstone-like project 

where groups of students play the role of telecommunication companies 

competing against each other resorting to decisions that they have to 

prepare based on sound engineering studies: technology choices, network 

design and dimensioning, market simulation and economic-financial 

analysis 

With this role-playing approach students are engaged in authentic real-

world problems and active learning, having the opportunity of learning by 

doing, receiving feedback, continually refining their understanding and 

building new knowledge [4]. These pedagogical techniques are intrinsically 

dynamic, learner-centered and more experiential than traditional ones. 

They also help the development of professional identities. 

This paper presents one of the pedagogical strategies currently taking place 

in the context of several courses in the area of Electrical Engineering (with 

majors in Telecommunications and Information Systems) at post-

secondary, B. Sc. and M. Sc. levels (Bologna system). The initiative 

described represents an attempt to improve student’s classroom 

involvement, bridging the gap between the engineering profession and the 

classroom, attempting to contribute towards better success rates and 

improved employability. 

The approach follows two phases: 

 First, definition of project ideas made with the contributions of 

practicing engineers from several companies that are invited to 

present some of their real-work challenges in a series of seminars. 

Students engaged in weekly discussion sessions with practicing 

engineers and experts (industrial guest speakers) in order to 

exchange ideas and discuss career paths. The main objectives of 

these sessions were: provision of the “big picture” about core 

characteristics of what telecommunication engineers do; exposition 

to positive role models; encourage questions and understanding. 
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 Second, projects designed around a situation where teams play the 

role of competing companies in a market place. Competition 

initiatives among teams playing the roles of competing companies in 

an open market were delivered, in order to expose students to 

business dynamics [5]. 

This leads to an atmosphere of project-based active learning combined with 

an interactive entrepreneurial atmosphere in the area of 

telecommunications engineering. The role-playing competitions followed 

three steps: 

 Faced with a specific challenge (as will be outlined ahead in the 

paper) each team tries to identify possible solutions and must make 

its evaluation, both in technical and economical terms. 

 Chosen solutions must be converted into a business case, with 

different teams playing the roles of competing companies in a 

marketplace. 

 A didactic market simulator is used to create condition similar to 

those found in real markets and to convey experimental lessons 

transferable to the real world. 

A description of this market simulator is provided next. 

5 Didactic Market Simulator 

Training simulators are designed for education purposes, providing 

significant hands-on experiences that motivate and facilitate learning [6]. 

Additionally they can also offer experiences that resemble those of the real 

world and, thus, can give students the opportunity to apply theory in an 

efficient, economic and interactive fashion. 

The work described in this paper was supported by the usage of a didactic 

market simulator that can be used to make students familiar with the 

dynamics of the telecommunications sector. It can easily be transposed to 

other economic sectors. Its structure, in its present state, is depicted in the 

following figure: 
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Fig.1.Didactic market simulator structure 

5.1 Purpose of the didactic market simulator 

The purpose of the didactic market simulator is to be a simulator visually 

appealing, easy-to use and well accepted by students. The simulator is 

designed so that students will learn how telecommunications engineering 

decisions (eg: network architecture, physical media, bandwidth, latency, 

etc) associated with marketing, economic and financial decisions (eg: 

offered services, tariffs, competition among operators, ec) affect the overall 

network performance and the ways markets react. 

The critical factors for success in this “game” are team work, the dynamic 

features of a collaborative digital environment and a sound command of 

networking fundamentals: enabling technologies and services, business 

models, market structure, consumer trends, environmental constraints, etc. 

5.2 4.2 System Dynamics 

The basic ideas behind this didactic simulator are explained ahead resorting 

to the following example: 

 Consider a geographical area where a set of several telecom 

operators wants to invest in a new technology (eg: delivering fiber-

to-the-home): 

 

 Assume that the market adoption of this technology (supplied by 

whatever operator) follows the usual S-shaped logistic curve as 

depicted in the following figure 1 and described by the following 

equation: 
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Where: 

 P (t) is the adoption rate of the technology in the market over time t; 

 Pi is the initial adoption rate at t=0; 

 Pf is the adoption rate at saturation when t => ∞; 

 α is a parameter that determines how early or how late the market 

starts to adopt the technology; 

 β is a parameter that determines how fast the market adopts the 

technology, once it starts. 

 

Fig.2. Typical market evolution in time 

 Assume that that at the beginning of the market process (t=0) the 

market share among the different operators has the following 

distribution: 

 

 Assume that the perceived relative quality of operator as 

compared with the other operators at the beginning of the process is 

: 
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 Define Average Quality of the Market at instant t as: 

 

 Define Relative Quality of Operator Oi at instant t as 

 

 Define Quality Elasticity (for a certain operator, and a certain 

service or technology being offered) as the ratio between the 

percentual growth of market share and the percentual growth of 

quality: 

 

 For each operator Oi , for time increment t to t+dt market changes 

can be calculated as: 

 

 A set of dynamic equations for market evolution can be written as: 

 

 Calculate market. Assume that that at the beginning of the process 

the market share among the different operators has the following 

distribution: 

For a specific example of a market with 3 operators, 10.000 users, initial 

relative qualities and market shares given by Table 1, the market share 

evolution over a period of 36 time units is given by Fig. 3 
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Table 1. Relation between operator, qualitity of service and initial market share 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Example of Market Share Evolution for 3 Operators (without the incorporation of 

technology/service adoption effects) 

In order to make simulations more realistic the simulator introduces a 

randomness factor ri(t) in the dynamic equation: 

 

Combining the resulting market share evolution in time with the logistic 

curve depicting the adoption of the technology/service by the market the 

end result becomes as shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. Example of Market Share Evolution for 3 Operators (with technology/service 

adoption effects incorporated) 

The model was further enriched by considering that the relative quality of 

operator , can be expressed as a vector with the following structure: 

 

 ntecs  – number of adopted technologies; 

 Ptech(i) – percentage of users of the ith technology; 

 ntars(i) – number of different tariffs for every technology; 

 Perctarifa(j) – percentage of users that adopted tariff (j); 

 σ  – relative weight attributed to the service pack offered to 

users; 

 S  – number of services associated to the service pack offered to 

users; 

 θ  – relative weight attributed to the value of the tariff offered to 

users; 

 V  – tariff value; 

 γ  – relative weight attributed to contention rate in the quality 

vector; 
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 TC – contention rate associated to the tariff; 

 β – relative weight attributed to offered bandwidth in the quality 

vector; 

 BW – bandwidth associated to the network architecture / chosen 

technology; 

 δ – relative weight attributed to the degree of occupation of the 

network; 

 R – degree of occupation of the network for a certain technology; 

 ϑ – relative weight attributed to the installation fee in the quality 

vector 

 TI – installation fee charged to new adopters; 

5.3 Market Simulator Implementation  

A market simulator according to the model presented in previous section 

has been implemented resorting to a combination of various software tools.  

In a preliminary phase Excel was used as the basic platform. This enabled 

some fine tuning of the mathematical model and also proved very useful for 

the determination of several parameters (e.g.: α and β, the parameters 

governing how early or how late the market starts to adopt the technology 

how fast that process takes place, respectively). At a later stage the 

implementation was migrated to a web environment supported by database 

and appropriate query languages (Microsoft .NET Framework, ADO.NET 

Entity Framework, Language INtegrated Query (LINQ), ASP.NET, 

Microsoft SQL Server, JavaScript, jQuery)  

The following figures illustrate some screen shots obtained with the market 

simulator in a web environment: 
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Fig. 5. Example of screen shot obtained with the market simulator (investment analysis in an 

access network with 3 operators) 

 

Fig. 6. Example of screen shot obtained with the market simulator (choice of transmission 

technology in an access network) 

5.4 Test and Validation 

In order to test and validate the approach described in this paper the a 

series of experiments was trialed over the last two years. This was done in 

the context of a Capstone Project in the 3rd year of an MSc in Electronics 

and Telecommunications Engineering (total duration: 5 years ; 3 years 1st 

cycle; 2 years 2nd cycle). 

The basic objective of this Capstone Project is to face students with the 

challenge of projecting an access network using up-to-date technologies (eg. 

Fibre-to-the-home, LTE, WiMAX, etc) and evaluating the different 

architectures (point-to-point, point-to-multipoint, etc), different 

engineering solutions (active, passive, etc), roll-out strategies (market size 

estimates, time plan of investments, tariffs, etc). In this work students are 
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required to integrate knowledge and skills developed in other disciplines, 

probably over a period of more several years. 

To estimate (quantitatively) the impact of the approach described in this 

project on student learning and understanding, during the last 3 weeks of a 

semester (over the last 2 academic years) , the class (45 students, average) 

was given an assessment test (multiple-choice questions) on Access 

Networks (a subject not specifically studied in the 9 preceding weeks, and 

which requires the integration of knowledge and skills developed in other 

disciplines, over a period of approximately two years before the capstone 

project) and the market simulator was introduced. 

After this test the class had the opportunity to attend a seminar (1 hour) by 

an invited senior telecommunications engineer responsible for the access 

network planning in a major telecom operator. Here students had the 

opportunity to witness some of the challenges faced by a 

telecommunications engineer in planning, designing and operating an 

access network under severe market competition conditions. At this point 

the class was split in 9 groups of 5 students for a short period (1 hour) doing 

hands-on familiarization with the market simulator. This was followed by a 

period of 2 more working sessions (4 hours over 2 weeks) where the class 

was organized in sets of 3 groups. In each set each group played the role of a 

telecom operator competing with the other. 

Tablet lap-tops were made available for these sessions in order to facilitate 

interaction and discussion of ideas inside groups and among groups. 

In the first of these 2 sessions every group started with equal market share 

as the other groups. Following a choice of engineering options related to the 

specific access network under consideration (architectures, active or passive 

network elements, market size estimates, expected competition, time plan 

of investments, tariffs, etc,) the simulator produced the market share 

situation for every competitor, corresponding to half of the study period 

under consideration (as illustrated in Fig. 4. During the period until the 

following session, in the week after, every group tried to devise possible 

strategies to either recover from the bad position where the first run had 

left them or to keep the advantage that eventually they had already 

obtained. The second run dictated the final results of the market game. 

After this experience an assessment test on Access Networks as similar as 

possible to the original one (but not equal…) was given again to hall 45 

students in order to measure eventual changes in student learning and 

comprehension. 
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Fig. 7 shows the aggregate results of these tests over the period of 2 

academic years. 

 

Fig. 7. Impact of the capstone project approach on student outcomes 

5.5 Assessment of experience’s impact on student’s learning 

The results obtained, in spite of referring to just 2 runs of the experiment 

over the last 2 years (other will follow in subsequent years), were very 

encouraging: 

 The classes, as a whole (2009-9, 2009-10) showed an average 

improvement of 2,5 points (out of possible 20), ie: approximately 

12,5%. 

 It was interesting to notice that the improvement was particularly 

significant in students with average marks, where the vast majority 

of engineering students do stand more frequently. 

The above results were complemented by a set of (informal) interviews with 

a sample of 10 students (out of 45), in both academic years, in order to gain 

some feedback about how students felt with the experiment. The outcome 

of these interviews was generally very positive, underlining particularly the 

following aspects:  

 The very positive effect of having a practicing engineer sharing with 

students some of it professional experience in problems very similar 

to those that they were facing in the capstone project (a typical case 

of “situated learning” [3]). 

 Having the possibility to play with the didactic market simulator 

proved to be extremely useful to integrate and consolidate previous 

learning, to help gaining a better understanding of businesses 

dynamics and to improve teamwork. 
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5.6 4.4. Assessment of experience’s impact on employers 

Given the fact that the experiment was done with students attending their 

last year of the 1st cycle of the engineering degree (Bologna type) it was 

possible to track some of these students in their first employment. This was 

done with a group of 5 students that graduated in 2008-9. Results and is 

currently being done with 5 additional students that graduated in 2009-10. 

As part of this exercise several interviews were made with responsible 

personnel of the employing companies following the first 3 months of 

employment of the graduates. 

In spite of the limited statistical value that this limited number of enquires 

might have it is very encouraging to notice that, in general they seem to 

point out to the following: as compared to their company colleagues, test 

graduates exhibit better teamwork skills, show good ability to integrate and 

associate knowledge from different fields and reveal good understanding of 

the telecommunications business markets. 

6 Conclusions and future developments 

The results obtained, in spite of referring to just one single run of the 

experiment (other will follow in subsequent years), were very encouraging:  

 The classes as a whole (2009-9, 2009-10) showed an average 

improvement of 2,06 points (out of possible 20), ie: approximately 

10,3%. 

 It was interesting to notice that the improvement was particularly 

significant in students with average marks, where the vast majority 

of engineering students do stand more frequently. 

 The above results were complemented by a set of (informal) 

interviews with a sample of 20 students (out of 90) in order to gain 

some feedback about how students felt with the experiment. The 

outcome of these interviews was generally very positive, stressing in 

particular the following aspects: 

 The very positive effect of having a practicing engineers sharing with 

students some of their professional experience in problems very 

similar to those that they were facing in the capstone project (a 

typical case of “situated learning” [5]). 
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 Having the possibility to play with a didactic market simulator 

closely linked to the engineering variables present in a typical 

telecommunication project proved to be extremely useful to 

integrate and consolidate previous learning, to help gaining a better 

understanding about businesses dynamics and to improve 

teamwork skills. 

 As compared to their company colleagues, test graduates exhibit 

better teamwork skills, show good ability to integrate and associate 

knowledge from different fields and reveal good understanding of 

the telecommunications business markets. 

The implementation of role-playing activities proved to be a fruitful 

pedagogical technique with the potential to transform theoretical concepts 

into experiential outcomes. In this way, educational role-plays engage 

students in close to real-world learning, providing students opportunities 

for learning by doing, refining their understanding and building new 

knowledge. Improved employability is also a potential important result 

since graduates capability to play the roles that enterprises expect from 

them is significantly benefited. 
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Abstract 

This paper aimed at introducing the concept of Lean Product and Process 

Development through an easy learning kit. There are four key pillars in 

which the learning kit is organized. The first one is called “Learning 

MyWaste”, a methodology for practitioners to understand, identify, 

measure and improve product development wastes in their organization. 

The second part of the kit is “New Product Development Process 

Simulation”, which teaches companies how to change their process 

variables in order to improve their New Product Development (NPD) 

process performances using a system dynamics model. The third part of 

the kit concerns with the development of a business game to let player 

understand how to create value in NPD while eliminating wastes. The last 

part of the kit focuses on the development of Set Based Concurrent 

Engineering (SBCE) game, where SBCE is the backbone of Lean Product 

and Process Development. This paper presents the four pillars and gives 

inklings about the progress of their deployment.  

Keywords 

Lean, Product and Process Development (NPD), Serious Game, Wastes in 

NPD, FMEA (Failure Mode and Effect Analysis). 
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1 Introduction 

NPD processes is defined as “a set of activities involved in taking a design 

problem during product development from setting initial specifications to 

producing a finished artifact that meets specifications” [1]. It involves 

numbers of decision-making activities that combine creative thinking, 

experience, intuition, and quantitative analysis. The characteristics of which 

are iterative, cooperative, evolutionary, and uncertain. These characteristics 

make the NPD process complex. It involves thousands of decisions, 

sometimes over a period of years, with numerous interdependencies under 

a highly uncertain environment. Moreover, numbers of participants are 

involved such as designers, project managers, suppliers, manufacturing, 

and marketing that complicate the optimization of any NPD process.  

Historically, NPD process has been structured as functional based, notably 

between Marketing, Engineering (or R&D) and Production, with 

communication sometimes described as “over-the-wall” or “sequential” or 

“serial” engineering. This approach received sharp criticisms by many 

experts in the field. In this approach, designers inform manufacturing or 

suppliers after a detail design has been finished. That results in immense 

design reworks once manufacturability constraints have been reveled latter 

in manufacturing phases [2]. Concurrent engineering (CE) was born to 

integrate manufacturing into design phase so that manufacturability of 

designs is considered during early phase of design [3]. But, still with the 

application of CE companies suffer to launch new products on time, with 

allocated budget and predefined quality specifications [2].  

Since the era of CE, researchers were wondering why Toyota Corporation 

out-smarted all the automakers in all NPD performances (time to market, 

cost, quality, and innovation level). And, studies had started to see the 

Toyota way of NPD as a best practice for superior performances. Jeffery 

Liker in his book [2] has shown a three pillar detail framework how Toyota 

develops new products. His People, Process and Technology base 

framework is centered on two main typicality of the best practice: Creation 

of value and Elimination of wastes throughout NPD process. These two 

central concepts label the Toyota way of product development as “lean”.  

Lean approach plays a relevant role for improving the efficiency of NPD. 

Lean thinking is “the way to do more with less, identifying the value added 

activities from those that are waste”, and its core is constituted by the five 

following principles [2]: 
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 Specify value in terms of a specific product with specific capabilities 

offered at a specific price and time; 

 Identify the value stream for each product within the process; 

 Make the value flow; 

 Let the customer pull the process; 

 Pursue perfection continually by removing successive layers of 

waste as they are uncovered. 

Therefore, there are two basic themes of lean thinking in product 

development: waste elimination and value creation. However, the 

distinctive meanings of wastes in practice are still vague and companies 

have no means to formally investigate the wastes they might undergo in 

product development process. At the same time, the way to learn and 

improve the process will be limited if there is no formal method that can 

facilitate and help to brainstorm the possible wastes in product 

development process.  

This paper first outline the main NPD wastes ontology discussed in 

literature. Then, the discussion will continue on the four parts of the 

learning kit that have been under development in LeanPPD project 

(www.leanppd.eu) to translate the main concepts of lean product 

development in learning based methods [8]: “Learning MyWaste” , “NPD 

process simulation” , “Value and waste game” and “SBCE game”. 

2 Waste and Value in New Product Development  

According to Womack and Jones [4, 5, and6] activities can be generally 

divided into three categories in any process: activities that create value, 

activities that do not-add-value (NVA) but necessary (type-1 muda), and 

activities that don’t add value and are unnecessary (type-2 muda). This 

classification of wastes are same in manufacturing processes as well as 

development processes, but the sources of waste are different and should be 

adopted specifically for NPD. In literature, there are 8 macro classes of 

wastes in NPD process [2, 4, 5, and 6], as shown in Figure 1. For each 

categories of waste there are sub categories that will be explained in detail 

in section 3.  
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to eliminate and reduce NPD wastes. Till now 8 manufacturing 

industries have been using the method. And, they verdict that the 

method help them to ask themselves on specific waste categories, 

and effectively lead to potential solutions to the wastes addressed. 

The details of the method will follow in section 3.  

II. Value/Waste game: This part is a software based game to 

experience players the possible sources of waste while designing a 

very simple airplane. Players could be students or any experienced 

designers. The game considers customer specification at the 

beginning of the game and let the players to design an airplane 

according to customer specification. The player will be playing 

interacting with manufacturer and suppliers, and should take all the 

design decision to finalize the design. A performance score will be 

informed after the first round play. And, in the second round some 

lean techniques will be introduced to players that they the 

performance of the players. Finally, the performance comparison 

between the first and the second round will be announced that 

facilitate discussion at the end of the game.  

III. SBCE game: It is known that Toyota uses set based engineering to 

create value in NPD and eliminate wastes in the process [2]. It does 

that by considering multiple alternatives at conceptual design phase. 

Learning about set of design options early on creates a knowledge 

system in the process. Though at the beginning of a design phase it 

takes more time and effort to design multiple alternatives, it pays off 

at the end of the process. It is conceivable that taking design 

redundancies make NPD process more flexible and avoid reworking 

at the end of a process. But, how to translate this concept to 

students or practitioners is the main theme of this part of the game.  

IV. NPD process simulation: This part of the learning kit is mainly 

addressed to companies. In fact, this game allows the player to 

understand casual relationships between process variables 

characterizing the NPD process, in order to improve it. Basing on 

simulation and system dynamics methodology [7], the player can 

map its own NPD process and can modify variables in a proactive 

way. Changing these process variables will affect the performance of 

the whole NPD process highlighting inefficiencies and teaching 

players how to modify process inputs (e.g.  resources allocation) in 

order to obtain better results for the company (e.g. reduction of 
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Time to Market). The game is still under development, but it has 

already started being validating in companies. 

Although the objective of the Lean NPD game is to develop four of the 

games, this paper focuses on the detail method and results of the “Learning 

MyWaste” game, fully developed and tested in industrial companies. 

3 Learning MyWaste 

Learning MyWaste is used to levitate the discussion of NPD process among 

designers and managers. Further, to facilitate the identification of company 

specific wastes throughout NPD process. This method uses Intervention 

Priority Index (PII) to find out the critical wastes based on the probability 

of occurrence, the severity and the detection of the wastes during design 

process. This index indeed facilitates the discussion for improvements to 

eliminate or minimizes wastes. 

Usually, inside NPD organizations the meanings of wastes are vague. 

Product designers and project managers have few ideas what “waste” 

means, particularly within a design process. Thanks to Learning MyWaste, 

any company can use it to learn how to define, identify, analyze and 

measure wastes, in a continuous fashion. The idea of the learning game is 

based on a simple well-known methodology, the FMEA which has been 

adapted to fit the purposes of classifying and raking NPD wastes.  

In Table 1 a library of NPD wastes is listed. These wastes are not just list of 

wastes coming from the literature, but they include real wastes collected 

interviewing 8 Italian companies from mechanical, automotive and 

electronics sectors. In total 33 wastes have been identified and grouped into 

8 macro-classes: 

1. Overproduction: producing more or earlier than the next 

process needs; 

2. Waiting: waiting for materials, information, or decisions; 

3. Transportation / Conveyance: moving material or information 

from place to place; 

4. Processing: doing unnecessary processing on a task or an 

unnecessary task; 
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Basing on the FMEA concept, for each waste an Intervention Priority Index 

(PII) is calculated, obtained from the multiplication of 4 different indexes, 

defined as follow: 

• Probability (P): How often a specific waste occurs in a specific design 

process? And designers or project managers can choose between: 

Never (1), Sometimes (2), Often (3), Always (4).  

• Severity (S): How much the waste represents a problem for the 

company? How much serious is this waste in terms of its impact on 

performances? Four options are given for this index: Unimportant (1), 

A Little bit sever (2), Sufficiently Significant (3), Highly Significant (4).  

• Detection (D): How easily a specific waste can be identified and 

corrected in a design process? Even in this case there are four options: 

very Easy (1), Easy Enough (2), Hard Enough, (3), Impossible (4) 

• Avoidability (A): How easily a specific waste can be avoided once it is 

identified or detected? The category of option for this index are: 

 Avoidable Waste: is a non-value added activity, not 

necessary, but easy to eliminate (4), 

 Quite Avoidable Waste: is a non-value added activity, not 

necessary, and it requires some effort to eliminate or 

minimize (3), 

 Difficult to Avoid Waste: is a non-value added activity, but it 

is disputable if it is strictly necessary or not (2), 

 Not Avoidable Waste: is a non-value added activity, but 

strictly necessary (1). 

Using MyWaste basically means to fill for each of 33 wastes the Table below 

(Table 2) in order to calculate the synthetic PII value. Then, it is possible to 

rank the wastes using PII. And, ultimately it is obtaining the impact that 

each waste has on the whole NPD process and find remedial solutions to 

eliminate the wastes. 

The histogram below (Figure 3) shows how the results obtained can be 

presented in a very intuitive and immediate way. In particular the graph is 

built using the average data collected from the 8 Italian companies in which 

the learning game was validated. 
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Table 2: Learning MyWaste (example for one waste) 

 

Figure 3: MyWaste Results (Data coming from 8 Italian companies) 

Learning MyWaste not only allows companies to identify and understand 

wastes, but also gives an instantaneous picture of the NPD process 

criticalities. A further step is to brainstorm causes, effects and possible 

corrective actions to perform in order to eliminate the waste. Learning 

using MyWaste means let the management understand what practically 

waste means and how they really affect the NPD process. Moreover 

Learning MyWaste force the designers to just focus on what is important 

rather than on waste, so they will have more time to create value. 

4 Conclusions and Further Researches  

Under the LeanPPD project multiple lean product development concepts 

are under development. To support the dissemination of these concepts to 

industries and students the set of learning modules and games are under 
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development.  Among the games “Learning MyWaste” has been tested in 8 

Italian manufacturers. Project managers and designers from the eight 

manufacturing companies have been invited to test the validity in practice 

and to make it suit to industrial needs. It is found out that the developed 

method: could effectively be integrated in to existing NPD processes, is 

quick and easy to use, focuses on the real sources of wastes, helps not only 

to identify the sources but also measure the severity of wastes, it also 

effectively addresses the possible ways of eliminating or reducing the 

sources of wastes, and finally it can be used easily not only by project 

managers but also designers. For future research, the “Learning MyWaste” 

will be validated in other industries and other sectors. Therefore, more 

libraries of wastes in different industries will be explored at the same its 

potential to support continuous improvement will be improved. Finally, the 

other parts of the NPD game kit are underway and will be ready soon. 
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Abstract 

Computer games are undoubtedly an enormously successful genre and so 

is the genre of serious games. Over the past years, computer games with a 

primary serious – most often education – purpose have become almost a 

mainstream medium. However, the success is not reflected in sound 

evidence for the effectiveness and economy of such games. Equally, 

indicators for the quality of learner-game interaction are lacking. In this 

work we report experiences in investigating a geography learning game 

prototype. A strong focus of the investigation was on relating the assessed 

variables with gaze data, in particular eye movements and interaction 

strategies in specific interactive, highly dynamic gaming situations. The 

results revealed a distinct gender differences in the interaction style with 

different game elements, depending on the demands on spatial abilities 

(navigating in the three-dimensional spaces versus controlling rather 

two-dimensional features of the game) as well as distinct differences 

between high and low performers. On this empirical basis we identified 

design recommendations for further improvements in the serious games 

genre. 

Keywords 

Game-based learning, serious games, learning performance, eye tracking  
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Introduction 

The recent hype over serious games and particularly game-based learning is 

based on the natural, almost self-evident, link between pedagogical and 

didactic guidelines and theories and the characteristics of modern 

computer games. The rich virtual environments of immersive games enable 

very naturally a meaningful and plausible context for learning and therefore 

support deeper learning processes. Evidently, computer games have the 

potential to make knowledge and skills a desirable and valuable asset and 

they have the potential to make learning a meaningful and important task. 

By this means, there exists the justifiable hope that also those learners can 

be reached who are not necessarily keen on learning and who may be 

reached with other educational measures. In this sense, serious games can 

be way more than just “chocolate covered broccoli” (Jacob Habgood, 2009). 

Recent research even argues that the immersion and gaming experience 

impacts the neurotransmitter systems and thus alternating cognitive 

functions and learning capacity (cf. Demetriou, 2010). Despite the great 

many of advantages of serious games and despite the large amount of 

related research and development activities, educational computer games, 

specifically those primarily designed for a “serious” purpose have not 

become a serious business case so far.  

Major challenges for research, design, and development are seen, for 

example, in finding an appropriate balance between gaming and learning 

activities (Van Eck, 2006) or finding an appropriate balance between 

challenges through the game and abilities of the learner (e.g., Kickmeier-

Rust & Albert, 2010). One of the most important challenges for research 

concerns the core strength of games, which can be summarized with their 

enormous intrinsic motivational potential. On the one hand, maintaining a 

high level of motivation requires an intelligent and continuous real-time 

adaptation of the game to the individual learner, for example, a continuous 

balancing of challenge and ability and of problems and learning progress. 

This adaptation and level of responsiveness must occur in the context of 

educational challenges and at the same time in the context of gaming and 

story. As important as intrinsic motivation is, equally difficult is it to 

maintain that level of motivation and equally fragile is a suitable balance 

between challenges and abilities. Essentially, this corresponds to the 

concept of flow – a highly immersed experience when a person is engaged 

in a mental and/or physical activity to a level where this person loses track 

of time and the outside world and when performance in this activity is 

optimal.  
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Evaluation of Serious Games  

The hype over serious games is not in accord with sound evidence for the 

effectiveness and efficiency of such games and also indicators for the quality 

of learner-game interaction is lacking. One of the major reasons for this 

disparity is that, unlike conventional (educational) software, computer 

games have very specific characteristics that require a novel approach to 

usability and quality. While usability evaluation usually approaches the 

concept of effectiveness in terms of spending a minimum of efforts to reach 

a specific goal (e.g. mouse clicks), this principle may not be valid in the 

context of games. In the contrary, effectiveness of serious games might be 

determined by an as long and as intensive interaction as possible. 

Law, Kickmeier-Rust, Albert and Holzinger (2008) proposed a new and 

innovative evaluation framework for serious games. The EVADEG 

framework is based on four aspects: (1) learning effectiveness, (2) gaming 

experience, (3) game usability, and (4) real-time interaction trajectory for 

adaptive game features. Especially the last point is a highly important yet 

oftentimes neglect factor. In the tradition of adaptive, intelligent tutoring 

systems, some modern serious games adapt autonomously to the needs, 

preferences, abilities, goals, and the individual progress of the players 

(Kickmeier-Rust & Albert, 2010).  The fact that each user/player potentially 

receives different information, in a different way, in a different sequence, 

and in a different format makes a scientific correct evaluation of such 

adaptive systems difficult (Weibelzahl, Lippitsch, & Weber, 2002).  

In the present work we took up the ideas of EVADEG and conducted an eye 

tracking study to evaluate (i) the usability of a game prototype, (2) the 

extend of learner satisfaction, and most importantly (iii) the learning 

efficacy. More concretely, we utilized the considerations and methods to 

evaluate a learning game prototype which was developed in the course of a 

European research project (80days).  

Eye Tracking 

Observing eye movements is a fundamental aspect in novel-computer 

interaction (HCI) in particular in the field of usability by relating eye 

movements to the information-processing demands of a task. So eye 

tracking can be seen as an important method to evaluate and assess the 

participants’ meta-cognitive behavior during interaction with the game’s 

learning environment by locating a person’s visual attention in a scene. Eye 

tracking analysis is based on the important assumption that there is a 

relationship between fixations, our gaze and what we are thinking about. 
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Eye Tracking has also been applied  to help answer questions such as how 

exactly different learning goals (Sweller & Levine, 1982) may influence 

visual attention and learning in map processing (Brunyé & Taylor, 2009), 

how exactly students interact with multiple representations and how their 

attending to different representations influences learning (Schwonke, 

Berthold, & Renkl, 2009), or how students interact with pedagogical agents 

in tutoring environments (Louwerse, Graesser, McNamara, & Lu, 2009). To 

show how people behave in learning environments, the eye tracker can be 

used to provide real-time cognitive processing measures, such as fixations 

(processing of attended information with stationary eyes) and saccades 

(quick eye movements occurring between fixations without information 

processing)(Land, 2006). The duration of fixation is associated with the 

ongoing mental processes related to the present information. The 

cumulative duration of fixations within a region, the total fixation time, is 

considered as a sign of the amount of total cognitive processing engaged 

with the fixed information (Anderson et al., 2004; Just & Carpenter, 1980; 

Rayner, 1998). 

Eye-tracking Evaluation Study on Learning and Gaming 

Description of the game 

The investigated game prototype was developed in the context of the 

European 80Days project (www.eightydays.eu). The game is designed as a 

typical action adventure, supposed to teach geography for an age group of 

13 to 14 years according to national curricula of Austria, Switzerland, and 

the UK. The game’s story is simple: The player takes the role of a 14-years 

old boy in whose backyard one night a space ship lands. The alien is a 

friendly creature named Feon, an intergalactic scout with the task of 

collecting information about foreign planets and life forms. Together they 

fly with the space ship from location to location and collect the desired 

information by accomplishing various missions and solving various riddles.  

To ease the extraction and analysis of relevant data two scenes/situations 

has been used: the flying situation and the terraforming scene which 

consists of the Introduction situation and the simulation situation. In the 

flying situation the player flies with the space ship over Europe with the aid 

of the cursor keys. A Head-up  display (HUD) is shown on the screen, with a 

compass in the middle, a communication window with the non-player 

characters (NPC) on the lower right side , a section of the map on the upper 

right side, and a computer text window on the lower side of the display 

(Figure 1b). Before the terraforming simulation starts the instructions are 
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parts their eyes fixed (see Figure 2). We utilized a knowledge test in paper 

format for the pre and post assessments of knowledge. Furthermore 

motivational, usability-related, and attention-related tests were used. For 

the analysis the three main scenes of the game were used: Flying to 

Budapest (flying situation), instructive cockpit scene in Budapest 

(instruction situation), and terraforming simulation (simulation situation). 

 

 

Fig. 2. Image of the eye tracking set up.  

 

Results 

Learning Performance 

To evaluate the learning efficacy and to investigate if children actually learn 

something by playing the game the results of a knowledge test before and 

after the gaming session were compared.  

The average score of the pretest was 32.33 (SD=9.45) and that of the 

posttest was 39.00 (SD=10.22). The difference is statistically significant 

(T=-3.841, df=8, p=0.005). For girls the average score was 26.25 

(SD=11.09) and 31.25 (SD=10.63) respectively which is no significant 

difference between these two test scores (T=-1.344, df=3, p=0.271). For 

boys the average of the pretest was 37.20 (SD=4.44) and that of the posttest 

was 45.20 (SD=4.02). There is a significant difference regarding these two 

test scores (T=-6.136, df=4, p=0.004). The results are illustrated in the 

following Figure 3.  

Eye-tracking results 

With respect to the total duration of playing the game comparisons of males 

and females imply that females spend more time in it with an average score  
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Fig. 3. Results of the knowledge tests before (Pre-ALQ) and after (Post-ALQ) playing the 
game  

 

of 1018.86 (SD=102.58) in contrast to male’s average score of 868.80 

(SD=280.72). Especially on the simulation situation females’ total duration 

is M=913.20 (SD=142.28) compared to males with M=726.41 (SD=278.41). 

Regarding the flying situation, the duration for males is higher with 

M=94.30 (SD=63.69) than the girls’ duration with M=48.24 (SD=24.06). 

With respect to the instruction situation there are nearly the same results 

for males (M=48.09, SD=21.87) and females as well (M=57.41, SD=26.94).  

Meaningful for this investigation was to clarify whether good and low 

performer in terms of learning and accordingly the extent of learner 

satisfaction have distinct gaze patterns/scan paths. Participants who 

learned more also spend more time in playing the game with a total 

duration with M=940.10 (SD=23.52) in contrast to participants who 

learned less with M=781.79 (SD=344.46).The same picture prevails in the 

three different situations. In the flying situation the total duration for better 

learners is M=100.09 (SD=79.33),  in the instruction situation is M=70.97 

(SD=29.22), and in the simulation situation is M=769.04 (SD=77.21). For 

the other group the flying duration is 59.71 (SD=31.75), the instruction 

duration is M=45.53 (SD=20.28), and the simulation duration is M=676.55 

(SD=362.57). Concerning the fixation number/sec for the whole game as 

well as for the three different situations participants who learned more have 

smaller values than participants who learned less. Better learner have a 

lower fixation number/sec with M=0.72 (SD=0.04) in contrast to the other 

group with M=0.77 (SD=0.12). In the flying situation participants who 

learned more have an average score of 2.08 (SD=0.41) and participants who 

learned less have an average score of 2.40 (SD=0.33). Regarding the flying 

situation a longer average fixation length with M=0.45 (SD=0.10) is found 

for good learners in contrast to poor learners who have an average fixation 
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length with M=0.40 (SD=0.04). In the second situation, the Instruction, an 

average fixation length with M=0.57 (SD=0.37) could be found for 

participants who learned more. The other group had an average fixation 

length with M=0.42 (SD=0.06). Regarding the simulation situation better 

learner also have a longer fixation length with M=0.45 (M=0.06) than 

persons who learned less with M=0.35 (SD=0.21). In the flying situation 

participants who showed a higher learning effectiveness also have a higher 

saccade length with M=73.44 (SD=29.64) than participants with a lower 

learning effectiveness who have a saccade length with M=53.05 (SD=27.13). 

Regarding the other two situations no differences between good and poor 

learners could be found. They have nearly the same average saccade 

lengths. The results are illustrated in the following Figure 4.   

  

Fig. 4. Average fixation duration and saccade lengths for learning effectiveness 

 

 Participants with a higher attention score spend more time in playing the 

game with M=1038.53 with SD=114.78 than participants who have a low 

attention score with M=929.34 with SD=20.27. Regarding the overall 

fixation rate participants having a lower attention have in all situations 

more fixations/sec than participants with a higher attention. In the flying 

situation the fixation rate is M=2.32 (SD=0.03) composite to M=1.99 

(SD=0.33), in the Instruction situation is M=2.41 (SD=0.34) composite to 

M=1.85 (SD=0.74), and in the Simulation situation is M=2.29 (SD=0.46) 

composite to M=2.11 (SD=0.02). 

In all three situations participants with a higher attention value have longer 

average fixation lengths than participants with a lower attention value. 

Regarding the flying situation there is M=0.48 (SD=0.07) in contrast to 

M=0.39 (SD=0.04). In the instruction situation persons with a higher 

attention have M=0.61 (SD=0.33) in contrast to persons with a lower 

attention who have M=0.36 (SD=0.08). Regarding the simulation situation 
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the first group has an average fixation length with M=0.47 (SD=0.00) and 

the second group has an average fixation length with M=0.44 (0.08). In the 

flying situation there is an obviously difference in the saccade length 

between the two groups. Participants having a lower attention score shows 

a longer saccade length with M=90.07 (SD=9.90) composite to M=44.43 

(SD=9.30). In the simulation situation both groups have nearly the same 

saccade lengths. Regarding the third situation there is also a difference. 

Participants with a lower attention score have a saccade length with 

M=27.05 (SD=0.82) and participants with a higher attention score have a 

saccade lengths with M= 17.06 (SD=27.05). The results are illustrated in 

the following Figure 5. 

  

Fig. 5. Average fixation duration and saccade length for the group Attention 

 

Although descriptive data showed some differences, no significant 

differences for gender and attention for duration of playing, fixation rate, 

and saccade lengths could be identified by the MANOVA. Only learning 

effectiveness has a significant effect on the duration of the simulation 

situation with F(1)=186.652, p=0.047. Regarding the fixation lengths 

significant differences could be found in terms of the simulation part. On 

the one hand gender has a significant effect on the fixation length with 

F(1)=195.77, p=0.045. On the other hand the learning effectiveness has a 

significant effect with F(1)=372.982, p=0.033. 

Areas of Interests 

Areas of Interests (AOI) are areas of a display or visual environment that is 

of interest to the researcher and thus predefined by them. AOI analysis is 

used to quantify gazed data within a defined region of the visual stimulus. 

The number of fixations on such particular display element indicates the 

importance of that element. Consequently more important display elements 
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will be fixed more frequently. Regarding the evaluation of learning games, 

such information is crucially important since it provides very clear 

indications of which elements on the screen are attended (sufficiently) and, 

therefore, whether all instructional aspects are attended. 

The main results of this analysis is that players with high learning 

performance as well as with high attention have in total a larger number of 

fixations. By the prototypical example of AOI 6, which was the most often 

attended one, children who learned more spend 38.67% (SD=0.65) on it 

and children who learned not that much spend 32.23% (SD=4.32) on it. 

Participants with high attention spend 36.24% (SD=2.77) on it in contrast 

to participants with a lower attention value who spend more time with 

38.53 (SD=0.86) on it.  

Summary 

Results of this study indicate that children can acquire knowledge from the 

game. They can benefit from playing computer games for learning 

purposes. The most distinct finding presented in this study is that extreme 

groups such as high and low performers exhibit different visual patterns 

especially in their fixation duration and saccade lenghts. So good learners 

scan the visual field evenly with longer saccades and attend relevant areas 

on screen more frequently and in a more stable fashion than poor learners 

do. Furthermore distinct gender differences could be found in the 

interaction style with different game elements, depending on the demands 

on spatial abilities concerning navigating in the three-dimensional spaces 

versus controlling rather two-dimensional features of the game. In addition 

to the comparisons on the level of participants, on the basis of gaze density 

maps aggregated from the date in combination with qualitative interviews 

with the subjects, design recommendations for further improvements of the 

game could be identified. 

Finally, this study showed that using exe tracking can be successfully 

applied to measure critical aspects with regard to the quality of serious 

games. 
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Abstract 

This paper examines municipal procurement processes applying the 

concept of organizational learning. Formal municipal organizations rely 

heavily on hierarchy, but day-to-day procurement operations require 

inter-departmental connections constituting an informal network 

organization. We carried out an extensive case and action research study 

about intra-organizational learning in municipal procurement processes. 

Existing literature is combined with the empirical data to explore intra-

organizational learning of public procurement from different 

perspectives. 
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Introduction 

This paper examines municipal procurement processes applying the 

concept of intra-organizational learning. Formal municipal organizations 

rely heavily on hierarchy, but day-to-day procurement operations require 

inter-departmental connections constituting an informal network 

organization. Also legal constraints, the great extent of required 

administrative knowledge and high financial value of procurements set high 

demands for the procurement expertise and organizational learning in such 

informal networks. Procurement of products and services constitutes a 

substantial part of municipality expenditures, making it a salient target for 

organizational development efforts. 

Research on concept of organizational learning in relation to the public 

sector is sparse (Rashman et al. 2009). Complex policy and political 

environment, formal control of politicians and high degree of scrutiny and 

accountability are distinctive characteristics of public service management 

(Hartley and Skelcher 2008 cited in Rashman et al. 2009).  

Research question 

We conducted an empirical study to validate and complement existing 

literature on organizational learning in public organizations. The research 

question we address is: 

How the referred conceptions of organizational learning occur 

in intra-organizational procurement collaboration of the case 

municipality? 

Organizational learning 

Rashman et al. (2009) reviewed articles discussing organizational learning 

and knowledge and concentrated on specialties of public service 

organizations. They describe organizational learning ‘as a process of 

individual and shared thought and action in an organizational context, 

involving cognitive, social, behavioural and technical elements’ (citing 

DeFillippi and Ornstein 2005, Dodgson 1993, Gherardi et al. 1998, Lave 

and Wenger 1991, Cyert and March 1963, Huber 1991 and Levitt and March 

1988). A noteworthy characteristic of this description is the lack of 

reference to outcomes of learning. Rashman et al. (2009) remark the 

ambiguity about the definition of outcomes of organizational learning. They 

also question the assumption about learning to have always positive 

outcomes. 
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Bate and Robert (2002) studied knowledge management and communities 

of practice in public health service organizations. They describe 

development projects that had difficulties in attaining the target levels of 

progress. They identified project teams to have challenges in forming 

communities of practice to enable exchange of tacit knowledge. Bate and 

Robert also suggest informal structures to be important for enabling 

participants to work together to spread knowledge. 

Alternatively, differences between learning entities can be seen also 

positively. Child and Faulkner (1998 cited in Rashman et al. 2009) noted 

that although different norms, values, technical language and fundamental 

concepts between learning entities can act as barriers, they can also have a 

beneficial influence as a stimulus to collective learning. 

Rashman et al. (2009) found a shortage of evidence about leaders’ role in 

bringing people together, although the idea was brought out by several 

articles (e.g. Nonaka 1994 cited in Rashman et al. 2009). 

Newell et al. (2003) argue that knowledge about complex social processes 

cannot be transferred directly to other contexts, because the knowledge 

generation is needed to remove barriers and assumptions between 

participants. They argue that knowledge is so tightly connected to its 

context that the knowledge itself has to be recreated again in other contexts. 

They see that knowledge sharing is still useful and valuable, as sharing 

process knowledge can make this recreation of knowledge easier and more 

efficient. 

Based on their references Rashman et al. (2009) identified four common 

processes of organizational learning extending across different levels of 

analysis: 

1. Individual intuition, thinking and reflection 

2. Development of shared understandings and perspectives at a group  

level through communication and interaction 

3. Diffusion through organizations via organizational routines, 

communication and interaction 

4. Application, institutionalization and embedding of learning through 

organizational routines 
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Public procurement 

Public procurement is regulated by legislation, which sets outlines for the 

tendering process of procurement. The main law regulating the public 

procurement in Finland is Act on Public Contracts. The public procurer is 

obligated to follow the principles of equality and nondiscriminatory 

treatment of all parties, to act in a transparent way and ensure 

proportionality of procurement procedures considering the purpose of the 

procurement. The process starts with planning phase of procurement, 

where the needs of the buyer are determined and market conditions are 

investigated. In addition, extent of the procurement is defined, including 

possible cooperative arrangements with other buyer organizations. 

A contract notice and invitation to tender define the requirements of the 

product or service and the procurement process. In addition, tender 

comparison criteria are disclosed. The competitive tendering phase is 

followed by contracting and contract execution phases. Procurement 

process has to be done according to legislation, but operational purpose of 

the procurement is to get the needed products or services cost efficiently. 

There are at least two different areas of expertise required to reach this 

target, the legal and the substance. The legal expertise of public 

procurement is developing and changing quickly, making it practical to 

collect this knowledge to specialized procurement experts. This way 

procurement expertise can be used all around the municipal organization. 

There is also the downside of arranging procurement operations around 

specialized procurement specialists. These specialists have to rely 

completely on experts on other departments of the municipality for 

substance knowledge to define and understand the target of the 

procurement.  

Even though these procured products or services are used by the 

municipality, it is not obvious that there even exists the needed knowledge 

inside the municipal organization to define the requirements for 

procurement. For example dentists use X-ray equipment, but have no 

education to understand, collect or update required knowledge to specify X-

ray equipment with precision needed for the public procurement. In this 

context it is clear that whoever is coordinating the procurement process, 

needs to be an effective orchestrator of networks, to be able to locate the 

best available experts for the procurement process and to motivate them to 

contribute to procurement process.  
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Empirical research 

Case descriptions 

Our case organization was a municipality located in Finland. We studied 

three procurement processes organized around the procurement center of 

the municipality.  The role of the procurement center is to conduct 

tendering processes in cooperation with other municipal departments and 

stakeholders. The procurement center has expertise in legislation and tries 

to ensure the correctness of the tendering process. Municipal departments 

on the other hand have to define the content of the procurement and the 

outcome of the procurement is their main interest in the process. Intensive 

collaboration of both parties is needed, because quality of the product or 

service being procured often has a profound effect on how the municipality 

is able to produce its services for the benefit of its inhabitants. 

The three procurement processes were studied, that took place during year 

2010. These three cases were selected to elucidate the extent of different 

working methods of procurement practices within the studied municipality. 

The first process was procurement of healthcare products made by dental 

technician. The public dental care organization was the accountable 

participant of the procurement, but the tendering process was carried out 

by a procurement expert of procurement center. The procurement consisted 

of three sections. Creating product definitions for these sections required a 

vast amount of professional dental expertise.  

The second process was procurement of bakery products, which had been 

organized jointly among with the municipality and eight other public 

organizations. Neighboring municipalities, hospital district and some 

public utilities were collaborating to make procurement of food supplies 

together, including this procurement of bakery products. The participant 

organizations had mandated procurement center to be responsible for these 

procurement contracts. The cooperation was organized around the working 

group consisting of representatives of each organization. 

The third process was occasional procurement of education sector, 

consisting woodworking and metal working machinery for a shop class of 

an elementary school. Compared to the two other cases of continuous 

procurement, this was a one-time purchase. The case was an example of 

‘apprentice’ pilot, where an employee of educational department had 

worked with the procurement expert to learn procurement practices. The 

idea of this pilot was to build procurement expertise in one service sector of 
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the municipality, as procurement center does not have enough resources to 

take care of all procurements. Besides managing procurement processes the 

apprentice is supposed to act as a contact person between the service sector 

and the procurement center. Headmaster of the above mentioned 

elementary school is on example of officials whose duties include procuring 

and who could in turn benefit from the aid of the apprentice. 

These three procurement processes represent different kinds of contexts for 

intra-organizational learning where learning can be studied. 

Methods 

We carried out an extensive case and action research study. The 

municipality participated in a simulation project conducted by a researcher 

team of SimLab during fall 2010 and spring 2011. The study was 

supplemented by using the SimLab business process simulation game. This 

method is useful for supporting joint knowledge creation and has been 

developed by SimLab researchers to provide an interactive learning 

environment for intra- and inter-organizational participative process 

development projects (Smeds et al. 2001). 

The case study was carried out by using qualitative data collection and 

analysis methods, including 22 semi-structured interviews, observation of 

group discussions during the simulation day, and analysis of transcribed 

interviews and discussions. Follow up interviews are planned to be executed 

later to analyze and verify the effect of the development project. 

Analysis 

We examined the transcribed discussions and notes of the simulation day to 

identify conversations in relation to intra-organizational learning or 

network organization. Participants did not directly mention the concepts of 

inter-organizational learning or network organization during the 

conversations, but properties of these concepts from the earlier literature 

were used to identify conversations about similar phenomena. 

After the relevant pieces of conversation were identified, understanding of 

those conversations was deepened by related comments from the interview 

material. References of simulation day conversations to intra-

organizational learning and network organization were extended with the 

comments from the interviews. This way we got several viewpoints to each 

theme or event, which is necessary in understanding these phenomena 

better from the organizational viewpoint instead of just personal opinions. 

These themes were then discussed together with our theoretical 
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background, and the themes that had a strongest impact on understanding 

of our theoretical background were selected to be presented in the next 

chapter. 

Triangulation was done in several phases to ensure the validity of findings. 

Interviews of all relevant stakeholders in addition to discussion of same 

themes in interviews as well as during simulation day give a good 

confidence that there are no intentional or unintentional fundamental 

errors in the empirical data. Having several researches to develop and 

challenge analysis of data iteratively builds confidence furthermore. 

Results 

In our case organization, the procurement director had emphasized the 

importance of the investigation of market conditions, but still this part of 

procurement planning was found inadequate in all three cases. According 

to the interviews there was confusion about who should conduct this task. 

Employees of procurement center regarded that it should be responsibility 

of the buyer departments to offer all substance knowledge of the 

procurement, even if they acknowledged challenges in assigning this 

responsibility for the departments. Buyer departments regard it as an 

integral part of the procurement process, which should be handled by the 

procurement center. Thus the need for investigation of market conditions 

was identified on individual level of four processes by Rashman et al. 

(2009), but there were lot of things to be agreed to attain the second level of 

shared understanding of execution. Interestingly, the lack of specific expert 

knowledge needed to specify product requirements in the invitation for 

tenders was mentioned by both buyer departments and procurement 

center. 

The above mentioned four processes identified by Rashman et al. (2009) 

were found useful in structuring learning occasions form the data. A list of 

processes makes it easier to analyze the successful part of learning 

occasions, even when some other part has been problematic. In the 

previous example, the first successful individual learning process which 

identifies the need to better investigate market conditions is easily missed. 

This is probably due to problems in the second process of creating a shared 

understanding, which easily attracts more attention. 

The above described discussion on the responsibility to investigate market 

conditions acts as a good example of Child’s and Faulkner’s (1998 cited in 

Rashman et al. 2009) notion on different norms, values, technical language 
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and fundamental concepts between learning entities acting as barriers for 

collective learning. On the other hand they argue that these differences may 

be considered as stimuli for learning.  Indeed, expertise of these different 

parties seems to be complementary; the buyer departments have practical 

experience on the use of products, whereas procurement center possesses 

expertise in procurement regulation and contract management. The current 

working method exemplifies also the notion of Bate and Robert (2002) 

about challenges in collaboration to form a community of practice.  

Our data supported Bate’s and Robert’s (2002) proposition on the 

advantages of emergent and informal structure for knowledge transfer. In 

all three of our studied cases there were challenges in the fluency of 

collaboration. In the health sector procurement the employees of the 

procuring department and procurement center worked together for the first 

time creating informal and emergent methods for collaboration. According 

to the interviewees, difficulties in finding mutual understanding were 

detected at the beginning of this procurement collaboration. However, 

representatives of both organizational departments perceived that the 

collaboration improved during the process.  

The working group work of the procurement of bakery products was also 

perceived challenging e.g. responsibility for verifying the product 

specifications was inaccurate. The working group had worked together for 

two decades without thoroughly questioning the adapted ways of working. 

Comparison of these cases support the proposition of Bate and Robert 

(2002) that tacit knowledge of efficient working methods is better 

transferred in more informal structures compared to more formal group.  

However, it should be noted that also the more formal group in this case 

identified its challenges in collaboration and presented in the interviews 

several improvement ideas for the upcoming procurement collaboration. In 

this study, the formal working group, with about dozen members, was 

larger than the informal one that consisted of three members. The size of 

the collaborative group might as well have an effect on the speed in 

improvement of collaborative procedures.  

During the research project the interest of the representatives of the 

department towards the procurement process grew as their understanding 

of its logic increased. This observation is consistent with the finding of 

Newell et al. (2003) how generation of knowledge about current practice is 

a precursor of developing that practice. 
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The formal working group as a collaborative working method faced a 

challenge related to how members of the working group were determined. 

The case municipality has adopted a collaborative regional policy which 

defines the members of the working group. When asked, all interviewees 

were not able to indicate on what terms working group members were 

assigned to the group. It is easy to understand the challenges in developing 

the collaboration procedures, if these kind of essential underlying 

assumptions of collaboration are not perfectly clear for the group members. 

In the case of the procurement of shop class machinery some challenges 

were detected. The machinery procurement was part of an investment 

project of a school building enlargement, which represents an unique 

procurement event in an educational buying department. As the 

headmaster of the buying school acted as the representative of the buying 

department and end users, he had a central role in the procurement 

process. However, a headmaster is naturally not a procurement 

professional. The headmaster’s individual knowledge on investment 

projects and procurement accumulated during the procurement 

collaboration, but more effective representation of end users would have 

required better knowledge about the process as a whole. This process 

knowledge would have helped to indicate the appropriate periods or times 

of intervention regarding different decision makings and work distributions 

between municipal departments.   

The involved headmaster had after this experience learned how to act in 

such a position. However, the individual headmaster in not likely to need 

the acquired knowledge in future, whereas other headmasters of the city are 

probably going to face similar procurement situations. In future it should be 

specified what kind of structure should be developed to share this 

knowledge among the headmasters of the municipality. The development of 

new structures could begin by following Newell’s et al. ’s (2003)argument 

that knowledge sharing should concern at the minimum process knowledge 

on how to create needed knowledge in new collaboration settings and not 

only discrete perceptions from the prior project. Apprentice pilot was 

considered promising. However, the apprentice needs to be involved in the 

internal education of the procurement center, so that his expertise can 

develop and widen along with that of the experts in the center. 

Rashman et al. (2009) found a surprising shortage of evidence about 

leaders’ role in bringing people together to support organizational learning. 

In the studied context, this was a direct consequence of a hierarchical 

organization, where procurement requires lateral horizontal contacts 
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between different departments. Only the upper most managers of the 

municipality would have the formal authority to assemble the required 

people into the procurement process, but these managers are very distant to 

daily procurement execution. Obliviousness to procurement execution is 

understandable at the uppermost level of management, but without their 

formal support collaboration relies on voluntariness. Inter-departmental 

procurement collaboration requires the right people of the relevant 

departments to understand the necessity and importance of the 

collaboration.  

Conclusions 

We conducted an empirical study to validate and complement existing 

literature on organizational learning in public organizations. More 

specifically we addressed question how the referred conceptions of 

organizational learning occur in intra-organizational procurement 

collaboration of the case municipality. 

The empirical data from public procurement processes was used to filter 

and interpret existing literature to combine essential understanding of 

intra-organizational learning of public procurement activity. Single 

theoretical construction was not adequate to clarify diverse aspects of intra-

organizational learning in public procurement. Instead we discussed three 

different perspectives of intra-organizational learning in public 

procurement inspired by existing literature. First perspective, the four 

common processes (Rashman et al. 2009) is useful in understanding the 

progress of intra-organizational learning in public procurement, whereas 

second perspective of informal structures and communities of practice is 

needed to make intra-organizational learning to take place in practice (Bate 

and Robert 2002). Third perspective is about  knowledge that cannot be 

shared directly, but sharing of process knowledge (Newell et al. 2003) 

should be used to make knowledge creation as efficient as possible. 

Our study supports earlier research in many ways. In comparison to earlier 

studies, our work develops a more thorough and in-depth analysis of intra-

organizational learning in public procurement. 

Rashman et al. (2009) remark that differences in configurations of public 

service organizations may limit the generalizability of findings. In public 

procurement this affects at least possibilities of adapting ways of organizing 

public procurement directly from one organization to another as differences 

in regulations of different municipalities cause different requirements, 
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responsibilities and procedures of policymaking. Further research should 

be carried out to study these differences in public procurement 

organizations, and their theoretical implications for intra-organizational 

learning. 

On the other hand, there are also lots of similarities between public 

organizations, as practical examples from this work supporting earlier 

studies from different public organizations illustrate. Studies and theories 

about intra-organizational learning in public sector are emerging, but 

further studies are needed to validate and extent the existing conceptions.  
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Abstract 

Collaboration and co-creative dialogue between the procurer and 
suppliers is challenging during the official tendering phase of municipal 
procurement processes. We address the question how may co-creation be 
applied in public procurement, by implementing co-creation into methods 
of initial consultation of the market. This paper describes our first attempt 
to apply the transformational co-creation framework and co-creation, as 
presented by Ramaswamy and Gouillart, into public procurement context. 
Our empirical data, based on a case study, is analyzed through the four 
components of core principle of co-creation. We review co-creation from 
the procurer or buyer perspective, and methods of initial consultation of 
the market are perceived as engagement platforms for co-creation in 
procurement networks. 

Keywords 

Co-creation, initial consultation of the market, contracting, public 
procurement. 
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Introduction 

This paper discusses co-creation and co-creation methods in municipal 

procurement networks. We focus on the early planning phase of 

procurement and on methods for initial consultation of the market in the 

context of Finnish municipalities. 

A public procurer may use initial consultation of the market in order to gain 

good knowledge on what to procure. Initial consultation of the market may 

be regarded as any form of dialogue and interaction with the market prior 

to the official procurement procedure. 

The procuring municipality and its multiprofessional procurement working 

groups have to identify its procurement needs and should understand what 

the market can deliver before defining its requirements of procurement. 

Active dialogue with the market is a proactive way to learn what is available 

and whether alternative solutions exist. The procurement process should 

emphasize early supplier involvement and enable municipalities and 

suppliers to look for new high-quality products and services that truly meet 

municipal needs. 

Different methods of executing initial consultation of the market exist. As 

each method emphasizes different aspects, method selection should be 

done based on a case-specific evaluation. The methods can be analyzed as 

engagement platforms for co-creation in procurement networks. 

The value of municipal public procurement in Finland was 14.5 billion € in 

2008 with an average of 7 % annual growth. The nature of public 

procurement varies from buying needles and pins to large construction 

contracts. The planning phase of procurement, which includes initial 

consultation of the market, is followed by competitive tendering phase 

which leads to contracting and contract execution phase.  

Legal environment and public procurement contracting 

The Finnish legislation on public procurement has its basis in EU directives 

on public procurement. EU directives on public procurement and 

competition are one of the most fundamental representations of free trade 

within the EU. (Eskola and Ruohoniemi 2011, p.21) Act on Public Contracts 

is the main law that regulates public procurement in Finland. It is a 

procedural law, and regulates the tendering processes of procurement, not 

the planning or contract phase or the content of procurement. The results 

of our study are primarily applicable to other EU countries as well since the 

EU directives are implemented into national laws in all EU countries. 
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According to the current Finnish procurement legislation, a procurement 

process begins when a public procurer publishes a contract notice and an 

invitation to tender. The principles of equality and nondiscriminatory 

treatment of all interested parties, and the obligation to act in a transparent 

way while meeting the requirement of proportionality guide the actions of 

the public procurer. The public procurer is obligated to provide all 

interested parties equal information and opportunities to present solutions, 

but is not compelled to refrain from active communication. The Act on 

Public Contracts does not regulate the actions taken before publishing the 

contract notice. However, the general principles of equality, non-

discrimination, transparency and proportionality do apply throughout the 

planning phase of procurement to ensure equal possibilities for suppliers to 

participate in the forth coming competitive tendering. Initial consultation 

of the market is thus not as limited as is commonly believed. 

The publication of contracts and invitation to tender, including e.g. 

specifications and tender comparison criteria, binds the buyer throughout 

the procurement process down to the contract. They act as the final basis of 

the contract where after major contractual alterations are not possible.  Due 

to this strict procedural procurement regulation, the use of contract 

negotiation possibilities with potential suppliers or service providers is 

challenging. Part of these challenges is attributable to legislation, part to 

misinterpretations and common misunderstandings in the public sector. 

We believe that resulting from the above mentioned reasons, initial 

consultation of the market is an underexploited possibility of collaboration 

and co-creation for municipalities. 

The “negotiation phase” and the mapping of possible solutions should 

actually be executed before the official procurement process. Initial 

consultation of the market provides a platform for “contract negotiations” 

with the market and within which to co-create. This increases the need for a 

proactive approach to contracting.   

Innovation requirements 

The European Union innovation policy, which is implemented also in 

Finland has set objectives for public procurement to act as instruments for 

innovation. In this context the concept of “intelligent” customer has been 

presented. (DETE 2009, PRO INNO 2007). Public buyers are required to 

plan what they need to buy and how to buy in order to act as “intelligent” 

customers. This requires a multitude of skills and knowledge of the 

procurer e.g. good procurement, project management, and contract 

management skills as well as access to technical knowledge concerning 
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products and services. A municipality can act as an “intelligent” customer 

by implementing co-creation into the initial consultation phase of the 

market and applying co-creative methods during that phase. 

Uyarra & Flanagan (2010) caution about “dividing procurement into two 

mutually exclusive categories of normal vs. innovative procurement”. They 

argue for “a broader interpretation that recognizes that public 
procurement serves specific public needs and that innovation should be 
encouraged, where possible, as a “by-product” of the procurement 
process”. (Uyarra and Flanagan 2010, p.129) The challenge is to acquire 

procurement practices that would promote the creation of innovative 

solutions. 

We present different implementation types of initial consultation of the 

market as engagement platforms for co-creation. We believe that the public 

procurer and potential suppliers or service providers are able to share a 

future view of what the procurer needs and how these needs could be most 

appropriately fulfilled. The final objective of the procurer is to find a 

procurable product or service most suitable for the purpose and put it out 

for tendering. 

Research questions 

Based on the transformational co-creation framework and the core 

principle of co-creation presented by Ramaswamy and Gouillart (2010b), 

we review public procurement planning phase through methods of initial 

consultation of the market in municipal procurements. The research 

questions we address are: 

How may co-creation be applied to public procurement? 

What engagement platforms of co-creation exist in initial 

consultation of the market? And, how can the existing and 

new engagement platforms be developed?  

Co-creation 

Prahalad & Ramaswamy (2004) discuss co-creation as a conversation and 

interaction forum between consumers and firms. According to Prahalad & 

Ramaswamy (2004) the building blocks of interactions are dialogue, access, 

risk-benefits and transparency (DART). DART provides a framework to 

help organizations manage the co-creation process. 
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Co-creation has thereafter been defined by Ramaswamy and Gouillart 

(2010 a) as” the practice of developing systems, products, or services 

through collaboration with customers, managers, employees, and other 

stakeholders”. They develop DART further into a transformational 

framework for co-creation. Ramaswamy and Gouillart consider co-creation 

from the firm or seller view and especially in the context of consumer 

business and marketing. A process-based conceptual framework for 

understanding and managing value co-creation in the context of service-

dominant logic is presented by Payne et al. (2008). Value co-creation has 

also been studied in the context of service dominant logic and service 

systems (Vargo et al. 2008, Vargo and Lusch 2008). 

The core principle of co-creation is “engaging people to create valuable 
experiences together while enhancing network economics”. (Ramaswamy 

and Gouillart 2010, p.35) It consists of four components: experience mind-

set, context of interactions, engagement platforms and network 

relationships. (see Figure 1) Together these components liberate the four 

powers of co-creation. The powers of co-creation are: increased strategic 

capital and returns to enterprises; new experiences of value to individuals; 

lower risks and cost for enterprises and lower risks and costs for 

individuals.  In Figure 1 the powers of co-creation are presented in the 

corners. Powers of co-creation embody the gains of co-creation. 

 

Figure 1: The Core Principle of Co-Creation (Ramaswamy & Gouillart 2010b, p. 36) 

Below the components of co-creation principle are presented following 

Ramaswamy and Gouillart (2010a, 2010b) and Ramaswamy (2009). 

Experience mind-set is the basis of value creation. It includes individuals’ 

motive to participate in co-creation and the experience of value added, i.e. 

they gain something out of participation. Context of interactions presents 

opportunities for value co-creation anywhere in a certain context. It opens 

up new possibilities of interaction between firm and individuals. 
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Engagement platforms indicate the means of value co-creation or how co-

creation is implemented. All stakeholders should be able to interact directly 

with one another. Engagement platforms are designed to make interactions 

and processes effective and affordable. Live meetings, multitude of web-

based online conversations and selling or service consumption encounters 

are examples of engagement platforms. Network relationships refers to the 

competence base of value co-creation, i.e. who should participate in co-

creation activities and what competences are necessary. 

The four components of co-creation intertwine and support one another. 

Engagement platforms stand as the foundation of co-creation. Therefore 

designing engagement platforms is the way to start co-creation in an 

organization. An organization initiating co-creation should start with 

simple engagement platforms after which the design of engagement 

platforms itself evolves through co-creation as the scope and scale of 

interactions increase between participants and the co-creation capabilities 

grow. 

Engagement platforms provide the grounds for the other three components 

of co-creation. Engagement platforms enable broadening of the scope of co-

creators; development of co-creative capabilities; improvement of quality 

and nature of interactions over time; and making interactions easier and 

generate valuable experiences.  

Co-creation uses experiences of participants to promote collaboration and 

communication through diversity of engagement platforms which enable 

contextualized interactions across business networks. (Ramaswamy and 

Gouillart 2010b) Organizational learning plays a significant role in co-

creation. These topics can also be seen as enablers and barriers for co-

creation as classified e.g. by Downe (2010) and Dodgson. Downe (2010) 

argues in his literature review on organizational learning in public service 

improvement that “the key to understanding the success of organizational 

learning, and the impact on improvement is to consider the importance of 

the various enablers and barriers to learning.” Dodgson (1993, p. 387) 

discusses factors that encourage or constrain learning. 

Also the multidisciplinary and multiprofessional proactive contracting 

approach relies strongly on the detection of contractual enablers and 

barriers.(see e.g. Haapio 2006) In proactive contracting approach, 

contracting is perceived as a tool for planning and maintaining 

collaboration, reaching joint goals and risk management.(Pohjonen 2002) 
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Method 

The research approach in our study is a combination of case study and 

action research. We conducted a process simulation project, according to 

the SimLab business process simulation method (Smeds et al. 2006), 

focusing on developing networked public procurement practices and related 

contractual processes. 

The data consists of three open procedure procurement processes of a 

medium sized municipality in Finland and an ample amount of more 

general data focusing on municipal procurement processes in Finland as 

such. The data collection and analysis methods used in this study are 

qualitative including semi-structured theme interviews, observation of 

group discussions and workshop working and the analysis of transcribed 

interviews and group discussions. We interviewed the total of 22 people 

which represent procurement professionals, field professionals and one 

supplier representative of each example procurement. Secondary written 

documentation, such as contracts, invitations to tender, tenders, internal 

procurement guidelines etc., provided by the case municipality was also 

analyzed. In our data analysis we apply the iterative process of considering 

theory and empirical data following the grounded theory approach 

presented by Strauss and Corbin (1990). 

Case descriptions 

We studied the procurement function and corresponding activities of 

potential suppliers in general. In addition, we studied three specific open 

procedure procurement processes which were carried out by the 

procurement center of the case municipality. The first one is a procurement 

that was executed together by the procurement professional and contact 

field experts of a service remit. The second one represents a procurement 

execution as a pilot project where an employee of the service remit works as 

an “apprentice” besides a procurement professional and learns 

procurement in action. The procurement professional guides and helps this 

liaison or contact person of the service remit. The third procurement is 

procurement center lead and it acts as the contract owner. The role of the 

working group, as the procurement planning body and fosterer of supplier 

relationship, is significant. Representatives of procurement ring participate 

in the working group work. The procurement center acts, based on regional 

procurement collaboration, on behalf of a procurement ring which 

comprises of the case municipality and nine regional organizations 
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including other municipalities, a hospital district and educational municipal 

federation. The composition of the procurement ring varies depending on 

the procurement at hand. 

We intentionally sought representation of three different types of 

procurement. Each procurement process was conducted according to the 

open procedure, but in addition to the different distributions of work in 

each process, the nature of the products procured varied. The studied 

procurements were procurement of healthcare products, occasional 

procurement of education sector and joint procurement of food supplies. 

Results 

We analyzed our empirical data through the elements of the core principle 

of co-creation presented by Ramaswamy (2009) and Ramaswamy and 

Gouillart (2010a and 2010b). In our study we consider co-creation from the 

procurer’s view point and in the context of public procurement. We also 

suggest that the initiator and coordination role of co-creation to be switched 

to the public procurer, i.e. customer or buyer side, from original seller 

perspective of co-creation as presented by Ramaswamy and Gouillart. 

By adding a co-creative strategy to initial consultation of the market, both 

the procurer and the potential suppliers are able to improve the quality of 

procurement and following contract period. Eventually, the municipality 

most likely receives improved products and/or services which better fulfill 

identified public needs. On the other hand, suppliers gain the possibility to 

learn what the municipality desires for and offer their own solutions, as well 

as to improve the quality of their tenders.  The quality of the procurement 

process which, according to our study and also in general, is today 

perceived by all parties as highly bureaucratic, as a whole, could be 

developed and improved. These represent possible powers of co-creation in 

the context of public procurement. 

Below we present the results of our empirical study. We describe how the 

case organization has actually conducted initial consultation of the market 

and, on the other hand, the development ideas brought forth by 

interviewees and introduced in a workshop carried out in spring 2011. 

Engagement platforms or contact points to the market or enablers of 

interaction actually used by the case organization were market review; 

market analysis; supplier interviews; HILMA (the official electronic web-

based notification channel administered by Ministry of Employment and 
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Economy in Finland); case organizations own web-pages; participation at 

different procurement related events organized by e.g. trade associations; 

fairs and Internet. Supplier interviews were either face to face or by phone. 

HILMA was primarily seen as an official communication channel but could 

be used as an enabler and opportunity for inviting suppliers to participate 

in new interactions. Procurement or field experts participate in different 

kinds of events to discuss public procurement and interact with the market 

and potential suppliers. 

Ideas on how the case organization could develop open and non-

discriminatory dialogue and interactions with potential suppliers included 

organizing general info events focusing e.g. on general procurement issues 

of the procurer or share knowledge on forth coming procurements, info 

events focusing on specific field of procurements or individual procurement 

and new electronic platforms for co-creation in the future. The need to 

utilize and the potential of electronic or technical platforms of interaction 

and communication in future were clearly recognized. The idea of video or 

online interviews to tackle the challenge of motivating suppliers from 

distances to participate in the dialogue was also presented. 

Context of interactions may be perceived as the entire public procurement 

process from planning and tendering phases to contracting and execution 

of the contract. Co-creative interactions may be implemented in all three 

phases as was done by the case organization. Interactions were present in 

the planning phase within and outside the case organization. Co-creative 

interactions were first present in intra-organizational relationships like 

recommended by Ramaswamy and Gouillart (2010b). Examples of these 

actual intra-organizational interactions are weekly procurement expert 

meetings, work group meetings, joint planning meetings in the consultancy 

case and, maybe as the most innovative one, interaction and ongoing co-

working of a field liaison person and a procurement professional. Inter-

organizational interaction was conducted through initial consultation of the 

market. 

Some interaction was present also during competitive tendering phase. It is 

restricted to an open, online question/answer procedure introduced by 

procurement regulation. Internal collaboration was also developed in 

different types of working groups during the examined example 

procurement processes. After the contract award the case municipality 

innovatively offered suppliers that were rejected or lost the competition or 

that were presumed to tender, but did not, the possibility to come and 

discuss the procurement. This was appreciated by the suppliers and many 
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took advantage of the opportunity. By doing so they proved actual 

willingness to participate in co-creative post-procurement interaction.   

Experience mind-set proved to be the most challenging component of the 

co-creation principle. We interpret the experience mind-set to reflect the 

motivation of participants i.e. why they are willing to put their time and 

effort into interactions with the procurer. Formerly interactions between 

the public procurer and potential suppliers were deemed prohibited. Earlier 

actions of the procurer based on this assumption still reflect in the attitudes 

of potential suppliers. The change of attitudes and mind-set into a more 

open, unselfish and trustworthy communication experience, was seen as the 

most fundamental construction material of collaboration and co-creation. 

The case municipality has done active work in repairing these relationships 

with suppliers. The idea of implementing a new mind-set of perceiving 

consultation of the market as a continuous state, which is only interrupted 

by competitive tendering phase, was presented. 

Network of relationships. In our case municipality we detected three types 

of internal working methods in executing procurement which have effect on 

the used co-creation methods. These types are described in Case 

descriptions chapter. Competences are combined to achieve sufficient 

understanding of what to procure, usually special emphasis is set on 

preparation of product or service specifications and other central terms of 

contract. Internal relationships and the combination of expertise have 

developed radically within the last year in the case municipality. This is 

probably due to changed management style of the new procurement 

director. Training of all procurement professionals has been increased. 

Utilizing of inter-organizational relationships and combining of 

competences are well on their way, but further development is required. A 

development idea suggested that joint training could be provided in future 

for procurement professionals, field experts and willing potential suppliers. 

Another development idea proposed that a standing expert working group 

could be built at national level, to collaboratively represent municipal 

procurers’ and the market. Consultation of the market, conducted by the 

group, could act as an ongoing engagement platform of co-creation. 

Discussion 

This paper is the first step in the attempt to implement Ramaswamy’s and 

Gouillart’s (2010b) transformational framework for co-creation and the 

core principle of co-creation into methods of initial consultation of the 
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market in the context of public procurement. The effective use of co-

creative, open dialogue and interactions with potential suppliers provide a 

new potential for improving the quality of public procurements. 

We sought to apply co-creation, based on the elements of the core principle 

of co-creation presented by Ramaswamy and Gouillart (2010b), into the 

environment of public procurements. To our knowledge of earlier research, 

initial consultation methods of market have not earlier been presented into 

a similar theoretical framework and the used methods have not been 

classified into similar categories. 

We argued that co-creation presents a possible approach to public 

procurement for municipalities to act as an “intelligent” customer. While 

developing new co-creative engagement platforms, the legal requirements 

of non-discriminatory and equal treatment of suppliers and openness of 

interactions must be considered thoroughly to avoid unnecessary court 

proceedings. If the procurer provides equal possibilities for suppliers to 

participate in co-creative dialogue through different engagement platforms 

and considers impartially the results of co-creation, we see no barriers for 

utilizing co-creation in the planning phase of public procurement. 

Co-creation draws innovative ideas from potential suppliers, municipalities’ 

own employees and different field experts. The procurer may take 

advantage of procurement opportunities it might not have identified itself.  

As the procurer learns to appropriately time the consultation of the market 

and how to communicate with potential suppliers, it is able to improve the 

quality of its procurements through better invitations to tender and 

corresponding contract terms.  

From the supplier perspective the procurer lead co-creation opens up the 

possibilities to learn deeply and continuously about what is valuable for the 

municipality, develop new products and/or services that meet the customer 

needs and improve suppliers’ tendering competence. Suppliers may utilize 

the experiences of co-creation and potential new or further-developed 

products or services stemming from co-creation interactions with public 

procurer also in private sector and consumer market. 

Limitations and future research directions 

There are a few clear limitations of the study so far. By now, the empirical 

data is restricted to one case study and a first, although rather extensive, 

amount of more general data of the research theme.  Further testing of the 

methods of initial consultation of the market as engagement platforms of 

co-creation is also required.  
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Our data also revealed possibilities, although limited ones, for consultation 

of the market also during the competitive tendering phase and after the 

award of the contract. These issues are not discussed in this paper, but 

provide means to further co-creation into other phases of the procurement 

process at large. 

We plan to go on by doing further case studies to find results that are more 

generalizable. At least the following topics could be added to the next set of 

case studies: How to motivate and engage potential suppliers into the co-

creation of value? How are public organizations able to share the co-

creation experience? What does personalized co-creation experience mean 

in the public organizational setting and is it a compulsory element of co-

creation? And finally, how may initial consultation of the market be 

conducted as a permanent and on-going dialogue with the market and what 

methods suit at what time period. 
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Abstract 

The term business model can be defined as a business concept that has 

been put into practice. The increase in dynamics in markets, technology, 

economies etc. challenge the requirements to make consistent and 

synchronized decisions on which business models to develop and 

implement. Complexity seems to be the crucial phenomenon that 

challenges most organizations. In order to deal with these challenges it 

seems to be relevant to include elements of games, simulations, and more 

open workshops. However, in order to deliver relevant clarifications such 

combined methods have to be facilitated efficiently. This paper describes 

initial experiences of facilitating business model mapping or business 

model innovation by game-like setups. 

Keywords 

Business Model, Serious Play, Business Model Innovation  
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Introduction 

During the late nineties many new business models emerged. Phenomena 

like e-business, e-commerce and the so-called new economy where 

blooming and booming. Some people both in academia and business 

believed that the existing business rules or even the existing economic 

theories and laws were becoming obsolete (Wood, 2000). However, during 

year 2000 the so-called dotcom bubble burst and technology stocks where 

in a dramatic decline. The burst lead many and in particular the more 

popular press to abandon the idea about new business models. This has 

proven to be a misleading conclusion. Though the dotcom hype negatively 

impacted the expression business model it has proven that the focus on 

business models has provided a new and different conceptual instrument in 

various areas of business management and business innovation. In this 

paper the focus will be on the process of revealing and innovating business 

models. This process proves to be efficiently and effectively facilitated by 

play-like setups.  

Business Models 

According to Magretta (2002), the term business model is among the most 

sloppily used terms in business but, nonetheless, of enormous practical 

value. Many authors have attempted to define the business model concept. 

Some authors took a narrow technological or financial focus (e.g. 

Chesbrough 2006), while others adopted a more general perspective (e.g. 

Osterwalder et. al. 2004). Some have incorporated corporate strategy in 

their business model concept (e.g. Hamel 2000). 

However, it seems that most authors agree that a business model is simply 

defined by the combination of the two terms ‘business’ and ‘model’, i.e.”…a 

business model serves simply as a business concept that has been put into 

practice” (Hamel 2000). 

Following this understanding the business model emerge as a complex mix 

of multiple choices: How to define the value proposition, How to configure 

the value network, How to choose partners, How to differentiate customers, 

How to design the critical business processes, etc. 

This complex mix of choices and decisions is not a new one. However, due 

to increasing dynamics the pressure to make consistent and synchronized 

decisions increases. 
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Business Models and Complexity 

Traditionally, challenges in regards to configuration of business models 

have been seen as complicated challenges that should be solved through 

breaking them down into smaller and smaller chunks. We postulate that 

most modern problems are complex rather than complicated. Complex 

problems are messier and more ambiguous in nature; they are more 

connected to other and often very different problems; more likely to react in 

unpredictable non-linear ways; and more likely to produce unintended 

consequences. 

Most organizations are designed to deal with a complicated rather than a 

complex world. Hierarchical and silo structures are perfectly designed to 

break problems down into more manageable fragments. They are not, 

however, effective in handling high levels of complexity. Consequently, 

many institutions and companies are struggling to adapt to a more complex 

world. 

Leaders are required to both understand and accept that the world is often 

irrational and unpredictable. In most cases this requires radical changes in 

organizations and mindset. Unfortunately, most approaches to 

organizational change have limitations which make them unsuitable for 

tackling the predominant issues. 

The perception and response to complex issues are dependent on the nature 

of the sense-making process. The sense-making process, on the other hand, 

is dependent on the perceived nature of the problem. 

The Cynefin framework proposes an association between the nature of 

context of problems and appropriate responses (Snowdon et.al. 2007). The 

framework consists of five domains (see figure 1): 

• Simple, in which the relationship between cause and effect is 

obvious and the appropriate approach is Sense – Categorize – 

Respond 

• Complicated, in which the relationship between cause and effect 

requires analysis or some other form of investigation and/or the 

application of expert knowledge, and the appropriate approach is 

Sense– Analyze – Respond 

• Complex, in which the relationship between cause and effect can 

only be perceived in retrospect, but not in advance, and the 

appropriate approach is Probe – Sense – Respond 
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When it comes to complex problems, our understanding is much less 

matured. We need a deeper understanding of the character of the domain, 

and we need to combine this with current advances of the cognitive 

sciences. 

Given that most serious problems in modern management when first 

confronted appear to be of either a complex or a disorder nature, we face 

major challenges. An important reason for the feeling of disorder is that the 

simple, complicated, complex, and even chaotic problems co-exist. To move 

on from the feeling of disorder to an acceptable perception of the problems, 

one needs to differentiate between the natures of the different problems 

that co-exist. Preferably, this requires an open-minded sense-making 

process and efficient communication between engaged participants.  

We see an opportunity for using various play set-ups as a method to explore 

the four quadrants of the Cynefin framework. We are further encouraged in 

this pursuit by research which indicates that play has: 

1. The cognitive benefit of drawing on the imagination to develop new 

insight (Papert, 1996). 

2. The social benefit of developing new frames for interaction (Vygotski, 

1978). 

3. The emotional benefits of providing positive affective associations as well 

as a safe context in which to take risks, to try on new roles, and to explore 

new potential forms of practice (Bateson, 1972). 

4. The cognitive benefit of deep concentration by loosing sense of time 

resulting in an increased involvement (Csíkszentmihályi, 1990). 

Papert argues that learning happens especially when engaging in creation of 

physical objects. Papert’s theories are often referred to as: “thinking with 

your hands” or “learning by making” (Papert, 1996). 

The contributions listed above offer valuable insights into the combined 

problem of dealing with complex challenges and play. In the following, we 

shall incorporate this in a more comprehensive framework involving 

serious play. 
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natural systems or human systems in order to gain insight into their 

functioning. Simulation can be used to show the eventual real effects of 

alternative conditions and courses of action. 

A workshop is defined as: “An educational seminar or series of 

meetingsemphasizing interaction and exchange of information among a 

usually small number of participants”. 

The workshop mechanism is the social engagement element of our model, 

which necessitates workshops as a part of an exploration process. Relatively 

simple problems can normally be handled by a workshop alone; e.g., when 

a small group of people gather to solve or to communicate a problem they 

currently face. As problems become more complex the effectiveness of 

workshops as a stand-alone learning mechanism decreases. 

With interactive environments, we refer to the social, physical, and 

informational environments in which we live and work. To survive, an 

organization must continuously monitor its environment and respond to it. 

Socially, the environment consists of various relationships an organization 

has developed with suppliers, lead-users, and retailers as well as within its 

business units. Physically, the infrastructure of an organization has a strong 

influence on habitual behavior of its members. 

The new insight into how games can be used in professional setting has 

triggered a range of activities to develop games for this particular purpose. 

In professional settings, the notion of “serious gaming” has recently 

emerged. 

In summary: games give us opportunities for emotional play; simulations 

provide opportunities for conceptual play especially to examine the 

evolutionary properties of systems; workshops provide opportunities for 

social play and being discursive; they allow us to clarify needs, to frame 

problems, and to build consensus. 

The SWING framework is an explorative framework that opens for research 

into a broad variety of applications and configurations. In the context of 

this paper, we have limited ourselves to focus on the application of Serious 

Play aiming at facilitating the process of sense-making and probing 

(exploring) when organizations are facing complex problems. Furthermore, 

we have focused on the application of one particular tool, LEGO Serious 

Play, which involves the particular SWING-elements: Games, Workshops, 

and Interactive Environments. 
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LEGO Serious Play 

The background for LEGO Serious Play (LSP) is that the president and 

owner of LEGO was dissatisfied with the results of his strategy-making 

sessions with his staff. He had the experience that while the business of 

LEGO was about imagination, the results from the strategy-making sessions 

were decidedly unimaginative. 

LEGO created a separate subsidiary called Executive Discovery based on 

the seemingly simple idea to use building with LEGO bricks as a means of 

tapping into unconscious knowledge and to communicate this knowledge in 

narratives. Most effort has been devoted to developing applications to 

facilitate strategy-making. 

In practice, LSP is a facilitated workshop, where participants are asked 

different questions in relation to an ongoing project, task or strategy. The 

participants answer these questions by building symbolic and metaphorical 

models of their insights in LEGO bricks and present these to each other. An 

essential part of the LSP workshop is the non-judgemental, free-thinking, 

and somehow playful interaction between the participants (Gauntlett, 

2007). 

Business Models and LEGO Serious Play 

In the past four years we have conducted more than 50 variants of the 

SWING framework focusing on exploring or mapping specific company 

business models. In the following are reported elements of one of these 

sessions. 

The session was conducted at a Danish company, TC Electronics, which 

develops and manufactures sound-equipment for professionals and 

musicians. The company has a large product range and special expertise in 

digital sound processing. The assignment of the session was to create a new 

or alternative understanding of the future business model. In order to make 

the effort more specific, the focus was narrowed down to consider digital 

products targeted at guitarists. 

The participants in the session were from both inside and outside TC 

Electronics. The participants included three professional guitarists, a 

hardware engineer, a software engineer, a philosopher, a representative 

from product management and a part-time guitarist, who also worked as a 

professional sound-tester at TC. 
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Abstract 

The need for co-design in networks has evolved together with the growing 

competition in our networked service economy. New methods for co-

design in networks are needed. We define co-design as knowledge co-

creation in innovative knowledge communities, and derive seven 

necessary requirements for co-design methods in value networks. We then 

describe one available method, the SimLab process simulation method, 

and analyze in three simulation projects, how the necessary requirements 

were fulfilled. The results indicate that the simulated innovative 

knowledge communities help to transcend the borders of the old 

Communities of Practice, and to co-design new processes for the emerging 

new Networked Communities of Practice. The question remains, how this 

new knowledge will be implemented, and more broadly, what the 

differences are between the simulated and real IKCs. 

Keywords 

Co-design, value networks, innovative knowledge communities, trialogical 

learning, process simulation method  
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The evolution of co-design  

Co-Design means designing "something" with "somebody". The 

"something", the object of design and the "somebody", the designing 

subject, have evolved, and co-evolved, over the years, as a consequence of 

the growing competition in our more and more networked and service 

oriented economy.  

Looking at the development in the object of the co-design, we can 

distinguish at least products, processes, and services. The need of co-

designing products in manufacturing companies arose during the 1990's, 

together with the lean manufacturing paradigm, and was labeled 

concurrent engineering (Carter and Baker 1992). Concurrent engineering 

meant the collaboration of R&D with the specialists from the other 

functions for better and more efficient new product development. R&D 

collaborated with manufacturing, to create "design for manufacturability", 

with maintenance, with logistics, etc, to achieve better "designs for X" from 

the various points of view, with the aim to develop and produce products of 

higher quality, in a shorter throughput time, and with less overall costs. 

Concurrent engineering required also the redesign of the R&D processes to 

allow for the increased collaboration between the functions.   

The co-design of processes has long roots. In the development of work 

processes, the participation of employees as a critical requirement for 

successful change has been recognized since the seminal work of Joan 

Woodward in 1965. Socio-technical systems design emphasized employee 

participation in computer systems design and in the related organizational 

change (e.g. Mumford 1981). Also the participatory design approach 

promoted the idea that the users of the systems should have a central role 

when designing the systems. Participatory design was grounded on the idea 

of democratizing design so that the people to be affected by the systems 

should be able to participate in and influence the design process. (e.g. 

Schuler & Namioka 1993). - The key issue in all research on organizational 

development and change has been employee participation (e.g. Moss 

Kanter 1983). It creates the "buy-in" of the "users" of the new organization, 

i.e. the employees, and also better ideas for process innovations (Smeds 

1994).  

In the 1990's, with the development of software products, the end-users of 

the products came more and more to the front in product design. Usability 

design was introduced: the users have to be taken into account and also 

involved in the software development process itself, to design software that 
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the end-users would be able to take into use. Later, this approach was 

coined "user-centered design" (Maguire 2001). 

Software is already more like a service than a product to the user. A service 

creates value to the customer when he or she consumes the service, which 

happens at least partly in interaction with the production of the service. The 

basic idea of the service dominant logic (Vargo and Lusch 2004, 2008) is 

that value is co-created by the service provider and the consumer in their 

interactive service process. According to Vargo and Lusch (2004, 2008) the 

basis of economic transactions is more and more shifting from a goods-

dominant logic to a service-dominant logic, and products get more and 

more service-like. With this shift, the need grows to not only co-produce but 

also to co-design the services together with the end-users to ensure the best 

possible value creation. Then, we should speak of the customer as a co-

designer of the service.   

Summing up the “co-evolution in co-design”, we find first the individual 

designer him/herself designing the product alone, then in collaboration 

together with colleagues in R&D, then with other specialists from different 

functions, first inside the company, then reaching to the partner and 

customer organizations. Often we see also the employees having a part in 

the design – especially when the design concerns their own work processes 

– and finally the end-users themselves. Simultaneously, the designed 

“object” has co-evolved to include more and more of the processes it 

requires. According to Ramsawamy and Gouillart (2010), a co-creative 

enterprise is emerging. We widen this concept, and speak of a co-creative 

value network, where the network partners collaboratively create value for 

the end-users.  

In this paper, we focus on co-design in value networks, where different 

organizations together co-design the final value creating service with and 

for their customers and/or other stakeholders.   

Co-design is no trivial task. It requires novel, participative approaches and 

methods that support the co-design effort of the value network partners, the 

customers included, in creating novel, innovative solutions. To develop 

successful co-design methods, new theoretical understanding of the co-

design phenomenon is required. 
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Theoretical foundations of co-design  

In the core of collaborative development and co-design is interactive, 

collaborative knowledge creation. This phenomenon can be approached 

more deeply applying the theoretical concepts of trialogical learning and 

innovative knowledge communities. In the following, we present the 

foundations of these concepts. 

Collaborative knowledge creation 

Collaborative knowledge creation deals with sharing and creating 

knowledge in social interaction. The goal is to form a shared space, or 'ba' 

(Nonaka & Konno 1998) for creating knowledge together. When co-creating 

new knowledge, interaction between all participants is a crucial element, as 

knowledge is socially constructed. (see also Berger & Luckman 1967, Lave & 

Wenger 1991)  

From the perspective of behavioral sciences, knowledge co-creation is based 

on the phenomenon of collaborative knowledge building that, for its part, is 

grounded in distributed cognition or expertise. Expertise can be distributed 

both physically and socially, which means that knowledge can be "stored" in 

physical objects or artifacts, and on the other hand, groups or communities 

can aggregate their individual members' knowledge and expertise.  

However, for co-creation, sharing or transmitting the existing information 

or knowledge to the participants does not suffice. Instead, the ultimate goal 

of a co-creation or co-design process is always the creation of new 

knowledge. This presupposes not only knowledge sharing and 

communication between all actors but also participation in the collective 

creative action. (Hakkarainen et al. 2001, Pöyry-Lassila & Teräväinen 2010) 

Furthermore, the process of co-creation, co-design, or knowledge building 

aims at new knowledge creation through deliberately developing shared 

objects. These boundary objects play a double role; at the same time they 

serve as the tools or catalysts for the co-creation process, and as the objects 

that are collaboratively created and elaborated. (Hakkarainen et al. 2004; 

Pöyry-Lassila & Teräväinen 2010).  

Boundary objects are defined as “objects that are both plastic enough to adapt to the local 

needs and constrains of the several parties employing them, yet robust enough to maintain 

a common identity across sites” (Star & Griesemer 1989). Boundary objects enable 

transferring, translating, and transforming knowledge between people over syntactic, 

semantic, and pragmatic knowledge boundaries (Carlile 2004). Boundary objects serve as 

externalizations of knowledge, which enables collaboration and the formation of shared 

understanding between people from diverse backgrounds by providing a shared context, 

or shared objects to talk about and think with. Essentially, boundary objects help to 
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transcend the boundaries of individual thinking and support the interaction required by 

collaborative design. (Arias et al. 2000)  Furthermore, boundary objects, or epistemic 

objects, enable not only conveying existing knowledge (e.g. Ewenstein & Whyte 2009) but 

also co-creation of new knowledge (Hakkarainen et. al. 2004, Paavola & Hakkarainen 

2005).  

Concrete visual models and scenarios can be used as pragmatic boundary objects that help 

to transcend boundaries of conflicting interests, status and power that typically arise in 

inter-organizational networks. Scenarios are narratives or “stories about people and their 

activities” (Carroll 2000). Scenarios are commonly utilized as a method in participatory 

design (Carroll and Rosson 2007) or cooperative design (Kyng 1995). Scenarios aim to 

capture essential elements of the real-world situations, e.g. work processes (Kyng 1995), 

and they also act as a catalyst for communication and as design tools (Erickson 1995). 

Scenarios describe the context, the actors with their goals and objectives, and their actions 

when pursuing their objectives. Scenarios are at the same time concrete and flexible; they 

typically describe both the problem and a potential solution, but at the same time they 

may be incomplete so that they can be elaborated and further developed. Scenarios serve 

as a boundary object to collaboratively envision future solutions. (Carroll 2000) 

Trialogical learning  

At the core of knowledge co-creation is the phenomenon of trialogical 

learning that refers to a collaborative learning process where new 

knowledge is co-created with the help of mediating objects. In trialogical 

learning there are always three elements in a “trialog”: the individual, the 

community, and the mediating objects. (Hakkarainen et al. 2004) 

The collaborative creation of new knowledge takes place in the community 

through collective epistemic practices “that guide and channel the 

participants’ intellectual efforts in creative and expansive ways”. In this 

process the existing practices, concepts, tangible objects, or other shared 

objects are deliberately advanced, and new knowledge, that exceeds the 

current level of expertise, is systematically pursued. (Hakkarainen 2009) 

Trialogical learning can be defined as expansive learning (e.g. Engerström 

2009) or innovative learning that requires constructing a shared space 

(common ground, context, or ba). In this shared space, knowledge is 

collaboratively created and built with the help of boundary objects and 

through developing them further in a collaborative process.  

In trialogical learning, conceptual or concrete objects and practices are 

collaboratively and systematically developed through collective intellectual 

action in which the individual members of the community participate 

actively. This action is mediated by nature, which means that it takes place 

through the shared objects, using them as mediators. (Paavola et al. 2004; 

Hakkarainen et al. 2004; Pöyry-Lassila & Teräväinen 2010).  
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Thus, trialogical learning challenges the socio-constructivist view on 

learning as sharing existing knowledge through participating in a 

community's practical activities (e.g. Lave & Wenger 1991). Existing 

practice-based knowledge can be shared by the members of communities of 

practice, so called CoPs. While working together, and learning by doing, 

they share knowledge about the practices and rules of their work and can 

also co-develop them further (Wenger 1998, 2009). However, the CoP has 

no explicit intention to co-create its practices and practice-based 

knowledge, nor has it the context or local culture for learning - rather the 

culture of efficient working practice and incremental improvements. Thus, 

Cops are argued to be unable to support the emergence of truly new 

knowledge and radical innovation that has been noticed to take place at the 

interspaces across communities through changing the practices (Swan et al. 

2002). 

Innovative knowledge communities  

In contrast to the communities of practice, it is argued that novel 

knowledge can be co-created in specific, intentionally built innovative 

knowledge communities, IKCs, where existing information is shared and 

new knowledge is co-created in trialogical learning (Hakkarainen et al. 

2004). The main motive of an IKC is the creation and advancement of 

knowledge in the field of this particular community.  

Participation is an essential element in knowledge co-creation, but 

according to the in the trialogical learning process, the participants are also 

expected to actively contribute to the collective pursuit of knowledge 

advancement, reaching beyond the boundaries of the existing knowledge 

and expertise. The responsibility for knowledge creation is shared, and each 

member of the community can and is expected to make a contribution in 

this locally accelerated cultural learning. (Paavola et al. 2004; Hakkarainen 

et al. 2004). - The IKC concept bears resemblance to the “hologram 

structure” for innovation, a group of individuals, who together possess the 

requisite variety of knowledge and expertise to be able to capture the whole 

problem, and autonomy to create in human interaction innovative solutions 

(van de Ven 1986). The hologram structure concept however lacks the 

definition of its learning or knowledge co-creation.   

Co-design is essentially knowledge co-creation. An innovative knowledge 

community that learns in trialog, sounds like an ideal arrangement for the 

co-design of novel innovations, be it in products, processes or services. The 

theoretical characteristics of IKC’s give us a lot of necessary requirements 

when we seek for novel co-design methods.   
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To summarize, an innovative knowledge community IKC is a trialogically 

learning community that fulfills the following seven requirements. It is an 

1. intentionally assembled community,  

2. with members of heterogeneous backgrounds and on different levels of 

expertise, 

3. motivated to create and advance new knowledge in field of expertise of 

the community, 

4. that systematically and collaboratively co-creates new knowledge,  

5. as a fabric for locally accelerated cultural learning, 

6. where all members actively participate in the collaborative knowledge 

creation process, 

7. where boundary objects are applied in a double role: as the objects that 

are co-designed, and as catalysts that help to transcend the knowledge 

boundaries for novel designs. 

In our view, co-design is the knowledge co-creation process of an IKC. To 

be able to co-design services in value networks, we need methods that allow 

us to build, manage and facilitate IKCs for networked service co-design.  

SimLab process simulation: an IKC for service co-design in 
value networks? 

SimLab is a collaborative learning and innovation space for inter-

organizational processes in value networks. We have developed the 

discussion-based, knowledge co-creating process simulation method as a 

result of more than 150 simulation projects (e.g. Smeds and Haho 1995, 

Smeds 1997, Forssén and Haho 2001, Smeds et al. 2005, 2006).  

The core of the process simulation method is the simulation day where a 

carefully prepared collaborative discussion about a selected case process is 

facilitated in front of a visual, 10 meter-wide process model. The visual 

model acts as a boundary object to for knowledge co-creation during the 

simulation (Smeds et al. 2006).  

The actors from all partner organizations, often including also the end-

customers, come to the simulation, to share and co-create knowledge about 

their collaboration. The assembly of the group is essential for the outcome 

of the knowledge creation. Expertise of all network actors, including the 
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end-users, should be present for viable service co-design (Smeds 1994, 

Väyrynen and Smeds 2010).  

The discussion is facilitated by researchers who have visually modeled the 

process based on interviews of the process actors. In the facilitated 

discussion, mutual understanding about the process as a whole, and about 

the roles and activities of the process actors start to build up, and 

development ideas for an improved process start to emerge.  

The SimLab process simulation is realized as a project (Figure 1). Typically 

several simulation projects belong as action research interventions into one 

big research project. Throughout the simulation project, the researchers 

collect longitudinal data: archival documents, pre-workshop interviews, 

participant observation, notes and audio- and video-recordings of the 

simulation day, feedback questionnaires, and follow-up interviews. 

 

Figure 1: The SimLab™ process simulation project (Smeds et al. 2005) 

The researchers’ activities and the suggested contribution to IKC requirements are listed 

below. 

• Together with the network organizations’ management, they set the objectives for 

the simulation project, and select the real case process to be simulated. 

o intentionality to create new knowledge (1) 

• They collect the data about the case process from documents, through 

preliminary modeling sessions, and through thematic interviews of groups and 

individuals that are or potentially will be involved in the new collaboration: 

people from many units, functions and hierarchical levels of the different 

organizations, including end-users.  

o heterogeneous backgrounds and expertise of members (2) 

• They prepare, based on the collected data, boundary objects such as visual 

process models, other visualizations or narrative process scenarios about the 

present or future process, to be used in the simulation  

o boundary objects for dual purpose (7) 
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• They invite the interviewees, and other members and stakeholders of the novel 

collaboration, into the one-day process simulation workshop for a creative 

discussion about the development of their collaborative process 

o a community intentionally assembled for new knowledge co-creation (1)  

• They facilitate the process discussion applying the boundary objects, to help the 

participants to share their knowledge about their local practices, to co-construct a 

collective understanding of the new collaboration process and of their roles and 

activities in it, and to collaboratively create new process ideas.  

o systematic, collaborative co-creation of knowledge (4) 

o motivation to create and advance knowledge in own field of expertise (3)  

o all members actively engaged (6) 

o local acceleration of cultural learning (5) 

o boundary objects for dual purpose (7) 

We have in our earlier research shown that the SimLab process simulation 

can act as a temporary “hologram structure” (Smeds 1994), as a “ba” 

(Smeds 1997), as a virtual “community of practice” (Smeds and Alvesalo 

2003), and as a “boundary object” for process innovation (Smeds et al. 

2006).  

In this paper, we analyze in three case studies, how the process simulation 

method fulfills the requirements of an innovative knowledge community 

IKC  for service co-design in value networks.  Three simulation projects are 

analyzed that deal with the co-design of educational public-private services 

in Finnish school networks. 

Three service co-design case studies   

We conducted three process simulation projects in a network of five 

comprehensive schools that participated in the multidisciplinary 

InnoSchool research project (2007-2010) (Huhta et al. 2008, 2009).  

When we started our InnoSchool research project, the five schools (so called Kuninkaantie 

schools, located in northern Helsinki) had started to collaborate to provide the community 

with regionally consistent comprehensive education on grades K-10, ages 6 to 16. Taken 

together, the schools employed over 100 teachers and five principals and taught around 

1800 students. The partner network of these five schools included other schools in the 

neighborhood, the Department of Education and its Media Center as well as other 

municipal branches of the City of Helsinki, NGOs, companies, local clubs and associations, 

third sector actors and other stakeholders. The schools had just begun to develop new 

inter-grade and inter-subject teaching methods and processes via five pilot projects.  
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In the following, we describe how knowledge was co-created in the 

simulation groups, and how the co-creation of knowledge proceeded from 

one simulation to the next. In parallel with our description, we analyze to 

what extent these groups acted as innovative knowledge communities.  

Simulation 1: Visioning regionally consistent comprehensive education 

The first simulation workshop (in the fall of 2007) focused on the visioning 

of the overall objective and the process of regionally consistent 

comprehensive education, and related the five pilot projects of the school 

network to this overall vision. Among the 44 workshop participants were 30 

teachers or principals from the five schools, four representatives from the 

Department of Education of the City of Helsinki, three representatives from 

other municipalities, and seven researchers, three of which acted as 

facilitators 

The project built a community for intentional knowledge co-creation (1), and brought 

intentionally to the community people with heterogeneous backgrounds and expertise (2).  

Phase 1:  A plenary discussion envisioned the future regionally consistent 

comprehensive education. The facilitators presented visualized text 

citations from the interviews, and facilitated the discussion by asking 

questions and opinions, with the help of these boundary objects. 

The discussion started with abstract educational and pedagogical concepts, 

such as future curriculum design, characteristics of a good learning 

environment, project-based pedagogy in general, and the goals of 

comprehensive education. Then, the discussion moved towards the region: 

the participants were talking about what the regional collaboration would 

require and how a regional and professional identity could be established to 

enable the future collaboration. The degree of concreteness grew as the 

discussion proceeded, for example, the participants talked about how the 

Kuninkaantie region could be developed as a safer learning environment for 

the students, and how project-based learning could be implemented in the 

region. The participants evaluated their operational environment and its 

possibilities, and started to construct a regional identity. 

The community was able to transcend the boundaries of their local communities of 

practice, and to co-create novel knowledge about their regional processes.  This is a sign of 

accelerated cultural learning in the simulation location (5).  In the facilitated dialogue, the 

visual boundary objects acted as catalysts for novel knowledge creation (7) 

The discussion produced a descriptive vision of the future way of educating 

the students in the regional school network. No actual implementation 

plans were created. The participants had created a common ground and a 
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shared vision, and had become aware of their new role as the constructors 

of the new educational collaboration in the Kuninkaantie region.  

Phase 2: The plenary discussion to a scenario that described a fictive 

school week in the Kuninkaantie region in the year 2013. The scenario had 

been designed by the researchers based on information gathered from the 

interviews. It was visualized as a process model, and written from the 

perspective of a pupil. The scenario and the related process model 

presented a possible solution that instantiated the ideas of regionally 

consistent comprehensive education. The facilitators asked the participants 

to recall how the future way of operating was reached from the perspective 

of the present year 2007. Here, the action research method called ‘recalling 

the future’ was applied (Kokko 2006). 

The first plenary discussion had created some shared understanding about 

the Kuninkaantie vision. In this scenario-led discussion, the participants 

began to define themselves through "the Kuninkaantie identity". They could 

relate their own schools to the presented scenario, and described e.g. more 

flexible working time arrangements that would give the teachers time to 

develop their own work. They discussed how the collaboration between 

class and subject matter teachers would be organized anew, and how 

technology and administration would support the schools better than 

earlier. The teachers described requirements and constraints mostly 

concerning their partners, e.g. the city administration, or the teachers' 

vocational organization. However, they did not yet identify and discuss 

their own individual tasks or roles. 

Supported by the scenario, the discussion moved from the general towards 

the particular, and the visions were gradually concretized and co-

constructed into requirements for action. Also a collective network identity 

started to emerge in the discussions, as the participants began to talk about 

themselves as “the Kuninkaantie teachers” or “the Kuninkaantie schools”, 

not as representatives of their individual home schools. 

With the help of  the facilitated discussion and recalling the future method that used the 

scenarios as boundary objects both as catalysts and objects for co-design  (7), the 

participants could systematically and collaboratively build new knowledge (4), from the 

general understanding of the networks and back to concrete actions in  their local CoPs. 

Phase 3: After the plenary discussions in phase 1 and 2, the participants 

were now divided into parallel groups. Supported by the facilitators and 

given pre-defined group assignments, the groups planned concrete actions 

for the five pilot projects, and developed further the project plans, focusing 
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on how to best serve the students. - The groups shared their thoughts in a 

short plenary discussion at the end of the workshop day.  

Discussing their concrete pilot projects in the groups, the participants 

reflected and related their own work to the previous plenary discussions. 

They were able to identify their own roles in the overall development 

process. For example, the teachers of special education realized that they 

have an important role in the innovation process, since their students 

already move between the network schools, and special education also 

brings together representatives and organizations from several municipal 

branches. The teachers became aware of the benefits gained from regional 

collaboration. On the other hand, they also acknowledged challenges 

connected with their new roles. 

In the group works, the participants collaborated actively in knowledge creation (6), 

specifically concerning their own field of expertise and focusing on their own pilot 

teaching projects (3). The general level discussions that had helped to cross the knowledge 

borders, and they were now able to co-create novel practices in an innovative way, which is 

a sign of accelerated cultural learning in the simulation “location” (5). 

The teachers also acknowledged the significance of the collaboration 

between subject and class teachers, and identified concrete possibilities to 

realize the collaboration. Moreover, they found that they need to do things 

together, compared with the former autonomous work practices. This 

clearly increased their motivation towards the development. Although they 

had varying opinions about the practical next steps, the previously separate 

teachers started to talk about themselves as teachers of comprehensive 

education. 

The participants in the simulation identified the required IKC in the real world (outside 

the ‘local’ simulation community) to be larger than their original CoPs. This has important 

consequences on the implementation of the innovations in the network (2). 

At the time of the first simulation, the schools were still in the beginnings 

with their five pilot projects, and the roles of the ”development teachers” 

engaged in these pilot projects were only forming. Some were active and 

took more responsibility, whereas others remained more passive. However, 

the development teachers realized their different roles and responsibilities, 

compared with the other teachers in the schools. 

Roles of internal ‘co-design facilitators’ were emerging. These change champions are 

important prerequisites for managing the real life IKC’s in the network and to implement 

the novel knowledge into action.  
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Simulation 2: Merger of two schools 

The second simulation workshop (in the fall of 2008) concentrated on the 

merger of two of the network schools: an elementary school with grades K 

to 6 and an upper school with the grades 7 to 9. Almost 70 participants 

attended the simulation: practically all teachers and principals from the two 

merging schools, several representatives from the Department of Education 

of the City of Helsinki, and seven facilitating researchers. The simulation 

was exceptional in that only the principals had been interviewed before the 

simulation. The participating teachers had neither been involved in the first 

simulation nor in the pilot projects, and had not collaborated before over 

the school borders. Thus they started the discussion about the future school 

merger from the very beginning, with a clean slate. The simulation 

proceeded in three phases, and was facilitated by three researchers and 

several group facilitators. 

Again, the simulation project team formulated the intention for the simulation community 

(1), and built its heterogeneous membership (2). An overall motivation for knowledge co-

creation in the ‘simulation community’ was not existent from the start, but had to be 

created in the simulation itself.  

Phase 1: The plenary discussion began with envisioning the joint 

educational objectives and operational ideas of the future merged school. 

Visualized text citations stemming from the strategies and educational 

objectives of the two schools were used as boundary objects. They were 

presented to the participants by the facilitating researchers who also asked 

questions and elicited thoughts from the participants. 

The discussion started on quite an abstract and conceptual level. The 

participants were talking about the students’ sound self-esteem and its 

importance as an educational goal, the tolerance of diversity in schools, 

motivating the students to study and learn, the future success of the 

students and its significance as an educational goal, sustainable 

development and environmental issues, the collaboration with families, and 

taking into account the students’ needs. The discussion clearly connected 

the participants to commonly valued issues.  

During the plenary, to general discussion was interrupted by some short 

more particular conversations, where the participants could reflect their 

thoughts in pairs with their neighbors. 

The boundary objects clearly acted as catalysts for boundary crossing knowledge creation 

between the CoPs (3), and helped to awaken motivation (3) and active participation (5) for 

knowledge co-creation. 
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Phase 2: The second plenary discussion concerned the merger itself. The 

merger process, modeled by the researchers and principals in a modeling 

session, was used as a boundary object in a general discussion. 

All the teachers of the merging two schools created in the discussion a first 

overall understanding of the merger as a whole. The process model showed 

the roles of key actors, central events and decision points, and the timeline 

of the change. After the facilitated walk-through of the process model there 

was a short general discussion, with questions and answers.  

The boundary object, the process model, acted as catalyst and as object of co-design (7), 

and helped the participants to create novel general knowledge and understanding that 

transcended the borders of their CoPs.   

Phase 3: After the general merger process discussion, parallel group works 

followed on four pre-defined themes: the management and organization of 

the school as a work community, the wellbeing of the student community, 

the communality and wellbeing of personnel, and the participation of the 

students in the new merged school. In all four themes, the groups were 

asked to list their specific wishes, hopes and worries, as well as ideas for 

concrete actions, and suggestions for changes in the merger process, 

emerging from the discussions on the specific themes. The results of the 

group works were shared with the whole audience at the end of the 

workshop.    

The facilitated groups with predefined themes led to more particular 

discussions. The participants discussed their hopes and worries concerning 

the merging process, and their own role in the merger. They started to see 

themselves as part of the future merged school, and developed concrete 

ideas to improve the merging process.  

The teachers also discussed again, now in more detail, the important joint 

issues in the future merged school: well-being at school requires joint 

responsibility, and the well-being of students and development-orientation 

of teachers are two important objectives for the new school. Further, 

familiarity with the teachers and prevention of bullying were realized as 

important factors for student well-being. 

The parallel group works helped to activate all participants in knowledge co-creation (6). 

The general level discussions had helped to cross the knowledge borders, and the 

participants were now able to co-create ideas to develop the process – the boundary object 

became now an object of co-design (7). The participants could see their own roles and joint 

issues in the future school. These were results of accelerated cultural learning in the 

simulation “location” (5). 
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Simulation 3: Visioning the public-private school network, and planning a 
project based learning environment 

The third simulation workshop (in the fall of 2009) had two topics: the 

public-private network of the school and its value creation potential, and 

testing and further planning of a future project-based learning 

environment. – The 37 participants of the workshop represented the largest 

diversity among the three workshops: 15 teachers / principals, four 

students, seven company people, two officials from the city of Helsinki 

(Department of Education, Media Center) and one from the Ministry of 

Education. Eight InnoSchool researchers were facilitating and observing 

the workshop. The simulation proceeded in four phases. 

An intentionally assembled innovative knowledge community (1) with a high variety in 

background and expertise (2), and with intentional knowledge co-creation objectives,  

Phase 1: The plenary discussion presented and compared two school 

networks (the Kuninkaantie school network in Finland, and the Mesa 

school network in California, USA). The discussion was supported by visual 

models of the two networks as boundary objects. 

The aim of the general network discussion was to develop network 

collaboration, to identify its enablers and the added-value, as well as to 

compare good practices between the two school networks. The discussion 

focused on public-private collaboration, collaboration with families, and 

collaboration with third sector and other regional actors.  

The participants were commenting and generating ideas related to the 

development of their Kuninkaantie school network. They identified missing 

actors that should be included into the network, realized the significance of 

some actors they had not thought of before, and defined development 

needs. For example, they generated ideas about close collaboration with the 

firms in the region and with a local newspaper. Also closer collaboration 

with families and new ways of involving parents in school life were 

discussed, and novel possibilities for utilizing the school's neighborhood for 

teaching and learning came up. The discussion shifted between the general 

and the particular; the ideas resembled visions but were quite concrete. 

However, they did not include any implementation issues. 

Clear motivation to develop the networks through novel, border crossing knowledge 

creation was present (3), boundary objects (visual network models) were used in their dual 

role for knowledge co-creation (7). The shifting in the discussions between the general and 

the particular levels helped boundary crossings and accelerated cultural learning (5). 
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Phase 2: After the plenary network discussion, the Kuninkaantie network 

was discussed in more detail in smaller parallel groups that were given pre-

defined topics. 

In the group discussions, the role of the teachers as collaborators in the 

partner network was highlighted. The teachers analyzed the benefits of the 

public-private collaboration and realized that the collaboration is often 

based on personal relationships. On the other hand, they realized the time 

and resource limits of collaboration. They defined different new roles that 

would be needed in the school network: subject-based and regional 

collaborators (usually a role of teachers), contact people from the schools, 

other collaborators, and some kind of superintendent, a “King of 

Kuninkaantie” or a “chief networking officer”. 

The parallel group works motivated and activated participation in knowledge creation 

concerning the individual roles in the new school network (3, 6); again, a sign of 

accelerated cultural learning in the simulation community (5). 

Phase 3: The future operational model of an imagined project-based 

learning environment was envisioned and discussed in plenary, based on 

two boundary objects: a fictive narrative scenario, and a visualized process 

model, prepared by a group of teachers and researchers. The facilitators 

presented both boundary objects, followed by a plenary discussion. In the 

discussion, the 'recalling the future' method (Kokko 2006) was applied. The 

scenario described how a future school day in the year 2014 could be 

planned and realized in the future learning environment. The participants 

were asked to describe how they felt about the activities and roles depicted 

in the scenario, and to describe how this future way of operation could be 

reached. 

The discussions dealt with quite concrete joint issues, such as evaluating 

the learning management tool in use, and how the students could be 

involved in planning their studies. In addition, the participants envisioned 

the use of novel learning technology and collaboration with a science 

center. Moreover, the participants also identified problems and 

requirements to be taken into account in the development work. The 

discussions shifted between the general and the particular, moving from 

abstract visions towards the concrete.  

With the help of the facilitated discussion that applied the boundary objects both as 

catalysts and objects for co-design (7) and the recalling the future method, the participants 

could envision the future and create new knowledge systematically and collaboratively, 

shifting from general understanding back to concrete actions (4). 
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Phase 4: In parallel group discussions, the participants developed the new 

operational processes and the practical objectives of the project-based 

learning environment further, and shared their results in a short plenary 

session at the end of the workshop day. 

The groups discussed the concrete new roles and responsibilities that are 

required to use the new learning environment, a new educational resource 

shared by many teachers, students and other users. For example, the roles 

and responsibilities for project room maintenance and ICT-support need to 

be defined, and the reservation rules need to be fixed. Based on the earlier 

plenary discussions, the participants now developed concrete ideas about 

the collaboration process with many network partners, such as the science 

center and companies, and about the use of novel learning technology.  

The participants also highlighted the importance of sharing the knowledge 

about the new project-based learning environment to all teachers in the 

Kuninkaantie school network. They developed concrete means how this 

could be done: through communication and education, applying the virtual 

collaboration space, in the peer meetings, or in the pedagogical café 

meetings organized by the schools or the Department of Education. 

According to the participants, it is the task of all teachers to develop the 

regionally consistent comprehensive education, not just the teachers 

participating in the pilot projects and in the simulations. 

The parallel group works activated the participants in knowledge co-creation (6). The 

general level discussions had helped to cross knowledge borders, and they were able to co-

create concrete ideas to develop the future process and their own roles further – the 

boundary object was used as an object of co-design (7). The participants pondered about 

potential methods to transfer their locally accelerated cultural learning (5)  from the 

‘simulation community’ to the real community. 

Results and future research 

The three simulation projects show a similar pattern in the formation and 

use of ‘temporary IKCs’ for service co-design in value networks. The pattern 

is here described following the seven theoretical requirements for IKCs.  

First, the process simulation projects as such ensured the intentionality 

of knowledge co-creation in the temporary IKCs. The focus of each project 

was set at the outset, by the managers in collaboration with the researchers, 

and taking into account the results from the previous project.  

Second, the composition of the simulation groups is intentional as well. A 

central feature of the simulation method is that the simulation group is 
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assembled as a ‘hologram structure’, in a way that it represents requisite 

variety (heterogeneity) of knowledge and expertise in the light of the 

innovation task.  

Third, based on this ‘hologram structure’ principle of the simulations, also 

the main motivation for participation in the knowledge co-creation in 

the simulations is built. According to the literature on IKCs, the main 

motive of an IKC in the first place is the creation and advancement of 

knowledge in the field of its particular community.  

Fourth, the facilitation during the simulation day ensured that the 

knowledge creation of the ‘innovative simulation community’ was 

systematic and collaborative.  The plenary session dialogues were 

facilitated by the researchers, in some cases also the ‘recalling the future’ 

facilitation method was used, and the group works were supported by the 

facilitators as well. The facilitation built the whole simulation day into a 

systematic, collaborative learning experience for the individuals as well as 

for the community. 

Fifth, the dynamics of  first co-creating a general understanding about the 

overall new process in the plenary, and then discussing in the groups the 

more particular items such as individual participants’ new roles, was very 

fruitful for innovation. It contributed markedly to create a context, a local 

community for accelerated cultural learning, even if only in the 

simulation community. The general discussions broke knowledge barriers 

between existing CoPs, and allowed the co-creation of the temporary 

‘innovative simulation community’ that could then develop process 

innovations for novel networked CoPs, starting already in the plenary 

dialogue, but most importantly in the group works.  

Sixth, the active involvement of the participants was reached well in all 

simulations, thanks to the considerate facilitation of the researchers, who 

had interviewed most of the participants beforehand, new the process and 

its challenges, and were able to keep all participants on board. The group 

works after the plenary discussions were especially efficient in engaging 

everybody in the intellectual activity – everybody got motivated when the 

dialogue concerned changes in their own work and CoPs. 

Seventh, the boundary objects – the process models, scenarios and 

visualized speech citations – worked both as important catalysts and 

objects of co-design, and were essential elements in the facilitation of the 

dialogue. 
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For the future, important research questions remain after this study. Maybe 

the most important question is the role of the facilitator in the innovative 

knowledge communities – be they in simulated contexts, or in real life. 

According to our results in the simulation context, their role is crucial. 

Research on IKCs has not paid attention yet to this question. 

Another big question is the difference between ‘real life IKCs’ and 

‘innovative simulation communities’. In connection with this, the question 

arises, how the co-created new knowledge from the ‘innovative simulation 

communities’ transfers into real life, compared to innovations that were 

created in IKCs in real life context. One way to study this could be to follow-

up the implementation of the results from the three simulation projects, 

and to try to find from the same case organizations comparative co-design 

solutions that were generated by ‘real life IKCs’ without simulations. 
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Abstract 

The application of Serious Games as a method for technology transfer is 

detailed in the following paper. Taxonomies for transfer and Serious 

Games are identified and merged into a new taxonomy. This classification 

is applied to five Serious Games used at the Department of Factory 

Planning and Factory Management at Chemnitz University of 

Technology. Considered Serious Games cover a broad range of topics 

spanning from lean production, production control, production system 

development, strategy and team development, energy efficiency, supply 

chain management, to the relocation of production systems. Due to the 

utilization of the taxonomy, we identify crucial aspects of transfer based 

on Serious Games in cohesion to co-design, which is applied for 

development and continuous improvement of Serious Games. 

Furthermore, recent developments of open-source initiatives inform future 

alleys to the design and transfer characteristics of Serious Games. 
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Introduction 

Successful transfer of knowledge provides the precondition for competitive 

advantages of firms (Argote, 2000) and is an essential obligation of 

academic institutions. This transfer of may be realized with established 

channels like journal publications, textbooks and presentations at 

conferences. However, Serious Games (SG) could be considered as a 

particular transfer channel as well. They could be utilized to complement 

the more traditional channels. 

The particular value of SGs may be attributed to its inherent propensity to 

transfer explicit knowledge and provide the opportunity to apply this 

knowledge in action yielding procedural knowledge (Fortmüller, 2008). 

Developing procedural knowledge during a SG requires an iterative process 

applying particular knowledge in order to arrive at a deep understanding of 

the specific domain of knowledge. If this process comes with interactive 

workshop elements, which might lack in solely computer-based SGs, a vital 

source for feedback, reflections, or even innovation may be unlocked 

(Schulz & Riedel, 2008; Schulz, Riedel, & Fox, 2008). 

Consequently, SGs enable bi-directional transfer between different 

stakeholders of the process, i.e. moderators and participants from both 

entities. Figure 1 conceptualizes this line of thought and indicates that 

academia should be split for our purpose into two actors: researcher and 

students. This differentiation seems to be necessary since there is a steady 

need to transfer research insights to students as a mean of continuous 

curricula improvement and updating in order to diffuse scientific 

advancement in future practices. It appears furthermore necessary that all 

actors are connected to each other. This is mainly due to an application 

oriented research tradition where the industrial context and the specific 

challenges of enterprises provide the trigger for research activities, whose 

results are subsequently suggested for integration into the industrial 

practice (Ulrich, 1984). 

The outlined framework shows that transfer by means of SGs requires an 

integrated concept of SGs according to the transfer objective and the 

addressed entities. Hence, the objective of this paper is to develop a 

classification scheme of SGs supporting the development or selection of SGs 

tailored to the requirements of a classifiable transfer task. 
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The focus of this paper will be devoted to the theoretical lens of technology 

transfer. Therefore, we selected the extensive and interdisciplinary 

taxonomy of Reisman (2005) in order to classify technology transfer based 

on 182 independent attributes. The basic structure of this taxonomy 

consists of the four main categories actors, transaction types, motivations 

as well as disciplines and professions. Due to space limitations, further 

details and selected attributes of the taxonomy are provided in subsequent 

sections set on the application of the taxonomy. 

Serious Games 

General Description 

There are numerous definitions for the topic of Serious Games and related 

alternative names such as simulation or business games as well as 

educational games, game-based-learning or applied games (Crookall, 2011; 

Marsh, 2011). Furthermore, there has been a shift of meaning (e.g. due to 

the increasing use of personal computers) during the last decades on the 

one hand and recent debates on the correct use of the term “serious” on the 

other hand (Marsh, 2011). 

In the following, the term “Serious Games” will be used and applied to 

games, which display to a certain degree reality, have social interaction/ 

communication and a particular motivation (Kryukov & Kryukova, 1986). 

The motivation is the specific learning objective and the transfer between 

the involved entities. The learning objective may refer to competences, 

knowledge and skills (Fortmüller, 2008). In particular, this can be seen as 

professional or methodological competences as well as social and personal 

skills (Chamorro-Premuzic, Arteche, Bremner, Greven, & Furnham, 2010; 

Erpenbeck & Von Rosenstiel, 2007; Mytzek, 2004). It is supposed that 

experiential learning (Kolb & Kolb, 2008; Kolb, 1984) is beneficial because 

it is capable to address most of the learning styles that participants may 

have. Experiential Learning is according to Kolb (1984) defined as “the 

process whereby knowledge is created through the transformation of 

experience”, which draws on hands-on experience implying that 

participants have to interact with each other and utilize concrete physical 

material (e.g. LEGO-bricks) pertaining to Papert’s constructionist learning 

theory. 
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Taxonomy 

The review of literature on SG-taxonomies revealed that there are 

numerous classification approaches for SGs available, which have very 

different levels of complexity and a divergent focus. Therefore, only a small 

fraction can be covered in the following. 

In general, SGs target individual persons or which is more common, groups 

of more than one participant (Ameln & Kramer 2007). SGs can be applied 

in order to simulate different organisational levels yielding management 

games, functional games and concept simulations (Wolfe 1993; Faria et al. 

2008; Ameln & Kramer 2007). While management games address the 

operation of complete enterprises on a top management level, functional 

games focus on business divisions such as marketing, sales or production 

(Faria, Hutchinson, Wellington, & Gold, 2008). Concept simulations cover 

even more specific topics within these divisions (Faria, Hutchinson, 

Wellington, & Gold, 2008). The overall context might be specified to certain 

branches or enterprises (Ameln & Kramer, 2007). 

Considering the use of SG as a transformation process, the process itself as 

well as input and output variables can be further detailed (Kriz & Hense, 

2006; Lynch & Tunstall, 2007). Input refers to the participants, the 

instructor/facilitator and the gaming simulation with its characteristics 

(Kriz & Hense, 2006; Lynch & Tunstall, 2007). Within the process, 

individual and social learning as well as interaction with the game occurs 

(Kriz & Hense, 2006). The outcome can be divided into short-term and 

long-term and relates to (individual) learning effects, organizational effects 

and acceptance (Kriz & Hense, 2006). 

SGs can be developed and set up in various ways. The first differentiation 

can be made in terms of a possible predefined procedure and outcome on 

the one hand (closed SGs) and on the other hand, these aspects may be 

altered during the ongoing process by participants (open SGs) (Ameln & 

Kramer, 2007). Secondly, variation may occur for realism, accessibility, 

compatibility, flexibility and scale, simplicity of use, decision support 

systems and communication (Faria, Hutchinson, Wellington, & Gold, 

2008). Communication or the dialog can range from direct to indirect and 

also between participants themselves as well as to the facilitator (Kryukov & 

Kryukova, 1986). 
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Serious Games at Department of Factory Planning and Factory Management 

Available SGs at the Department of Factory Planning and Factory 

Management (FPL) cover several themes from the industrial engineering 

and management discipline. Related topics are lean production, production 

control, production system development, strategy and team development, 

energy efficiency, supply chain management, and the relocation of 

production systems. Three of them are off the shelf games while the others 

have been developed internally at the department. Especially own games 

are permanently evaluated based on user feedback: (Tröger, Jentsch, 

Riedel, & Müller, 2010) and (Riedel, Jentsch, Tröger, & Müller, 2010) offer 

a thorough evaluation of the SG on production system development. Hence, 

the level of user involvement during the design process of SGs (resp. during 

iterative improvement cycles) and its effects on the game design shall be 

addressed especially for own developments. In general participants range 

from enterprises members (SME up to Corporation), bachelor- and master-

students in the fields engineering, business administration and engineering 

to researchers of various disciplines. 

LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY®-Method (LSP) – LSP is a facilitated 

workshop concept for covering topics in the field of business development, 

business strategy and team development (cf. Jentsch, Riedel, & Müller, 

2011; Kristiansen, Hansen, & Møller Nielsen, 2009). It has also been 

applied to technical aspects such as energy efficiency. In a nutshell, LSP 

utilizes LEGO-bricks for building abstract models, which acquire meaning 

through metaphors and then become basis for communication and 

discussion. 

Productions System Devolopment (PSD) – Aspects of the application 

of factory planning methods, systems engineering as well project 

management and teamwork are covered by the SG “PSD” (Ackermann & 

Riedel, 2010; Riedel, Jentsch, Tröger, & Müller, 2010; Schulze, 2010; 

Tröger, Jentsch, Riedel, & Müller, 2010). PSD challenges participants to 

build functional models of a production system using LEGO® Mindstorms. 

Therefore, teams of three up to four students design interrelated 

subsystems, which are integrated into one complete model. 

Beer Game (BG) – The well known beer game is a computer-based SG to 

simulate effects within supply chains especially the bullwhip effect 

(Nienhaus, Ziegenbein, & Schoensleben, 2006). Participants take different 

roles in a supply chain that spans from the brewery to the customer. 

Participants have the task to meet unsteady customer demand for beer 

during several rounds of the game. As there is no communication allowed in 
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the beginning, the bullwhip effect occurs due to dynamic system behavior 

yielding excessive backordering and stocks in the supply chain. Later on in 

the game, this effect is tackled e.g. by more communication among 

participants. 

Presto® – Effects of lean principles on discrete manufacturing processes 

(e.g. one piece flow rather than batched manufacturing) are to be simulated 

by the SG “Presto®”. Participants take different roles of an manufacturing 

enterprise (e.g. assembly, quality control, sales) and assemble a music box. 

Throughout different rounds lean principles have to be applied in order to 

meet the costumers required delivery period and to reduce lead time as well 

as stocks. 

The Relocation Game (ReGa) – aims at improving the skills of 

employees involved in moving productions sites to a new location – 

relocation (Lohmann, Ponton, Jähne, Riedel, & Müller, 2010). A production 

line (made of LEGO-bricks) is to be relocated by two teams (the sending 

and the receiving one) into another room. Different limitations concerning 

e.g. communication, pictures or visits are integrated to display reality. 

Taxonomy of transfer based on Serious Game 

As mentioned before, the taxonomy (see Table 1) is based on the work of 

Reisman (2005). Due to the holistic approach of Reisman’s taxonomy, most 

criteria defining SGs were already covered by the original taxonomy. 

Nevertheless, minor adoptions were made in order to align it to the focused 

SGs by adding (gray background) or removal of items. Interestingly, SGs 

themselves were primarily not considered as a possible tool for transfer. 

Furthermore it has been checked, if and how the regarded SGs of FPL 

correspond to the items. 
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 LSP PSD BG Presto ReGa 
Actors      
  1.1 Transferors      
    1.1.1 Scientific disciplines      
    1.1.2 Professions      
    1.1.3 Corporate or institutional entities X X X X X 
  1.2 Transferees      
    1.2.1 Scientific disciplines X  X X  
    1.2.2 Students X X X X X 
    1.2.3 Professionals X  X X X 
    1.2.4 Corporate or institutional entities X X X X X 
      
Transaction Types      
  2.1 External Transfer      
    2.1.1 Information exchange      
      2.1.1.1 Programms      
      2.1.1.2 Conferences and symposia      
      2.1.1.3 Technical Correspondence      
      2.1.1.4 Professional journal publications      
      2.1.1.5 Software programms      
      2.1.1.6 Internet / web usage related exchanges  X    
      2.1.1.7 Serious Games   X   
        2.1.1.7.1 Management games X     
        2.1.1.7.2 Functional games X X  X X 
        2.1.1.7.3 Concept simulations X  X   
    2.1.2 Sales      
      2.1.2.1 Sales of equipment and/or intellectual properties    X X 
      2.1.2.2 Sales of services X   X  
    2.1.3 Cooperative agreement      
      2.1.3.1 Co-production      
      2.1.3.2 Co-research      
      2.1.3.2 Co-design/-configuration  X   X 
    2.1.4 Arm's length licensing      
      2.1.4.1 Licensing    X  
      2.1.4.2 Cross licensing      
    2.1.5 Franchising      
    2.1.6 Open Source X     
  2.2 Internal Transfer      
    2.2.1 Internal information exchange      
      2.2.1.1 Meetings      
      2.2.1.2 Correspondence      
      2.2.1.3 Publications      
      2.2.1.4 Serious Games X     
  2.3 Time Duration      
    2.3.1 Short term X X X X X 
    2.3.2 Long term (X)     
  2.4 Payment requirement      
    2.4.1 None X X X X  
    2.4.2 Required X   X  
  2.5 Network      
    2.5.1 Two nodes   X   
    2.5.2 Multi nodal X X X X X 
  2.6 Flow      
    2.6.1 Unidirectional   X   
    2.6.2 Bi-directional      
    2.6.3 Multidirectional X X X X X 
      
Motivations      
  3.1 Economic Factors      
    3.1.1 Cost savings   X X X 
    3.1.2 Economic growth    X  
    3.1.3 Increased sales      
    3.1.4 Increased sales of technology      
    3.1.5 Improved profitability    X  
    3.1.6 Improved knowledge X  X X X 
  3.2 Social Factors      
    3.2.1 Improved environment through improved / new      
  3.3 Operational Factors      
    3.3.1 Changes in scale of production or service      
    3.3.2 Improved input material      
    3.3.3 Improved reliability of delivery dates   X X  
    3.3.4 More efficient use of capital and labor    X X 
    3.3.5 Upgraded labor skills    X  
    3.3.6 Access to alternative sources of supply      
    3.3.7 Increased production capacity      
    3.3.8 Working out trade deals under constraints      
    3.3.9 Reducing risk of over-demand forecast   X   
    3.3.10 Improved problem solving skills X   X X 
    3.3.11 Better purchasing capability      
    3.3.12 Increased mechanization / automation      
    3.3.13 Improved process yields    X  
    3.3.14 Changing from intermittent to mass flow processes      
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 LSP PSD BG Presto ReGa 
    3.3.15 Improved communication capabilities X     
    3.3.16 Temporal improvement: ability to do work faster      
    3.3.17 Moving towards standardization    X  
    3.3.18 Long-term arrangements that feed technology      
    3.3.19 Designing for market segments      
    3.3.20 Long-term arrangements that feed technology      
    3.3.21 Larger market for participating multinational companies      
    3.3.22 Improved R&D      
    3.3.23 Vertical and horizontal integration of an industry      
    3.3.24 Improved access to new technology and know-how    X  
    3.3.25 Exposure to future technical innovations      
    3.3.26 Improved sales opportunities      
    3.3.27 Gaining access to new markets     X 
    3.3.28 Accelerated introduction of a new product model      
    3.3.29 Opportunity to start new business      
    3.3.30 Productivity gains    X  
    3.3.31 Improved user satisfaction      
    3.3.32 Improved process innovation X   X  
    3.3.33 Improved quality of conformance    X  
  3.4 Strategic Factors      
    3.4.1 Improved product and service quality of design      
    3.4.2 Improved product innovation      
    3.4.3 Entry into international market     X 
    3.4.4 Improved volume flexibility   X X  
    3.4.5 Improved product/service flexibility    X  
    3.4.6 Improved managerial flexibility X   X  
  3.6 Personal Factors      
    3.6.1 Benefits from learning X X X X X 
    3.6.2 Gratification from teaching/sharing knowledge X X  X  
    3.6.3 Quid pro quo with colleagues      
    3.6.4 Enhanced status in the discipline/profession  X  X X 
    3.6.5 Enhanced marketability      
    3.6.6 Increased entrepreneurship skills      
      
Disciplines and Professions      
  4.1 Economics      
    4.1.1 Informalion TT      
    4.1.2 Industry-industry TT    X  
    4.1.3 International TT     X 
  4.2 Sociology      
    4.2.1 Diffusion of innovation X   X  
    4.2.2 Adoption of Innovation X   X  
    4.2.3 Diffusion of social technology      
    4.2.4 Diffusion of non-social technology      
    4.2.5 Centralized diffusion X     
    4.2.6 Decentralized diffusion      
  4.3 Management, engineering and other professions      
    4.3.1 Vertical TT      
    4.3.2 Horizontal TT      
    4.3.3 Physical item TT      
    4.3.4 Information TT  X    
    4.3.5 Industry-industry TT      
    4.3.6 Sector-sector TT      
    4.3.7 Region-region TT      
    4.3.8 Domestic TT      
    4.3.9 International TT      
    4.3.10 Material TT      
    4.3.11 Design TT      
    4.3.12 Capacity TT      
    4.3.13 TT imparts operational capability      
    4.3.14 TT imparts duplicative capability      
    4.3.15 TT imparts innovative capability      
    4.3.16 Market level TT      
    4.3.17 Production level TT      
    4.3.18 R&D level TT      
    4.3.19 Inter-firm TT      
    4.3.20 lntra-firrn TT X    X 
    4.3.21 Internal TT      
    4.3.22 Arms-Length TT      
    4.3.23 TT to wholly owned subsidiary      
    4.3.24 TT to joint venture      
    4.3.25 TT to independent company X  X X  
    4.3.26 Web-based innovations      
    4.3.27 Web-based customer interactions      

Table 1: Taxonomy of transfer based on Serious Game 
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Discussion and Outlook 

The application of the taxonomy on SGs utilized at FPL leads to a number 

of interesting insights to the application of SGs. It is rather obvious, that a 

multitude of items is covered by the SGs. All transferees may be addressed 

as well as both internal and external transfer. The applied SGs have a 

variety of motivation and refer to a number of disciplines and professions. 

A first discussion point can be found for the duration of the SG: The 

prevailing utilization is mainly short term indicating that the game is used 

with the same group at only one instance of time, i.e. a singular application. 

A periodic or recurring use (e.g. during organizational change processes) 

has not been tested yet, which raises issues concerning the effects of 

singular application compared to a recurring utilization (e.g. its impact on 

successful change). 

One specific way of transfer is co(operation)-design (cf. Kyng, 1991) (or co-

configuration: (cf. Victor & Boynton, 1998), participatory design: (Muller & 

Kuhn, 1993)): the integration of the user (among other stakeholders) into 

the development process. Co-design may be applied during initial design as 

well as during further development or improvement of SGs. Based on our 

positive experience, we consider co-design as important factor for achieving 

the expected SGs’ goals. Interviews with the developers of the Relocation 

Game revealed that the inclusion of possible future participants especially 

during test runs and their feedback has lead to the reduction complexity of 

the given task to an applicable value and therefore ensured playability. The 

continuous evaluation of the SG “PSD” using participants’ feedback besides 

conceptional work by students e.g. in the field of experimental learning has 

lead to the integration of different learning styles (e.g. short presentations 

in order to reflect the experimental learning tasks with methodical 

approaches). This outlined user integration might be considered as a very 

basic way of open source development because participants were involved 

voluntarily. Focusing on that with a different angle, the online-presentation 

(e.g. at www.youtube.com) of SGs’-results (FPL, n.d.) and the consideration 

of the youtube-communities’ ideas during the design process of the 

productions system may not only be regarded as an open source 

development process but also as an interesting way of transfer ideas and 

technical solutions. 

The taxonomy also indicates “gaps” concerning possible contextual 

applications which leads to chances of further development or adoption of 

SGs. One example might be, that functional games or concept simulation 

usually do not have an adequate consideration of strategy, although there is 
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scientific consensus that e.g. operations have strong links to strategy 

(compare e.g. (Jentsch, Riedel, & Müller, 2011)). 
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